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Abstract
We study the 2D vertex operator algebra (VOA) construction in 4D N = 2 super-
conformal field theories (SCFT) on S3 × S1, focusing both on old puzzles as well as new
observations. The VOA lives on a two-torus T2 ⊂ S3 × S1, it is 1
2
Z-graded, and this torus
is equipped with the natural choice of spin structure (1,0) for the Z + 1
2
-graded operators,
corresponding to the NS sector vacuum character. By analyzing the possible refinements of
the Schur index that preserve the VOA, we find that it admits discrete deformations, which
allow access to the remaining spin structures (1,1), (0,1) and (0,0), of which the latter two
involve the inclusion of a particular surface defect. For Lagrangian theories, we perform
the detailed analysis: we describe the natural supersymmetric background, perform local-
ization, and derive the gauged symplectic boson action on a torus in any spin structure.
In the absence of flavor fugacities, the 2D and 4D path integrals precisely match, including
the Casimir factors. We further analyze the 2D theory: we identify its integration cycle,
the two-point functions, and interpret flavor holonomies as screening charges in the VOA.
Next, we make some observations about modularity; the T -transformation acts on our four
partition functions and lifts to a large diffeomorphism on S3 × S1. More interestingly, we
generalize the four partition functions on the torus to an infinite family labeled both by the
spin structure and the integration cycle inside the complexified maximal torus of the gauge
group. Members of this family transform into one another under the full modular group, and
we confirm the recent observation that the S-transform of the Schur index in Lagrangian
theories exhibits logarithmic behavior. Finally, we comment on how locally our background
reproduces the Ω-background.
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1 Introduction
Accessing the strongly coupled and non-perturbative dynamics of a quantum field theory
is hard, and even upon incorporating simplifying assumptions, such as supersymmetry or
conformal symmetry, techniques allowing for control in such regimes are rare. Certain su-
persymmetric or protected quantities in supersymmetric field theories nevertheless prove
amenable to analytic study, and much of the focus in the last decades has been on such
examples. One prominent class of such theories are four-dimensional N = 2 quantum field
theories. The infrared (IR) dynamics on the Coulomb branch of such theories has long been
understood since the release of the seminal set of works [1–4]. Incorporating techniques of
supersymmetric localization was another major achievement in getting analytical control of
such theories [5]. The advent of a whole new set of structures in these theories also resulted
from the invention of the Ω-background [3,4, 6–8].
Recent years have seen another surge of research activity on four-dimensional N = 2 the-
ories. More specifically, the discovery and precise formulation of a connection between vertex
operator algebras (VOA) and four-dimensional superconformal field theories (SCFTs) in [9],
has sparked a rekindled research interest – see e.g. [10–45] for subsequent developments. Such
VOAs are rich yet rigid objects which, quite surprisingly, allow to gain a non-perturbative
access to an algebraically closed sector in the operator product expansion (OPE) data of the
superconformal field theory. The latter fact is completely independent on whether the theory
admits a weakly-coupled Lagrangian description or not. This has grown into a subfield by
itself, sometimes referred to as the “SCFT/VOA correspondence”.
In the current work we are set to contribute to this subfield by combining the latest devel-
opments for the (older) Lagrangian technique of supersymmetric localization with the newer
ideas on four-dimensional N = 2 superconformal field theories. The original construction
of [9] was formulated in flat Euclidean space R4, though the need to also understand it in
other backgrounds was repeatedly raised over the years. Here, we study the chiral algebra
construction1 on the S3 × S1 geometry, which, incidentally, is also the geometry relevant
for studying the superconformal index, including its Schur limit [46, 47]. Given that the
VOA precisely captures the so-called Schur sector of the theory (i.e. states counted by the
Schur index), we take it as no coincidence, but rather as an indication that the S3 × S1
background is in many ways an inherently natural playground for the study of SCFT/VOA
correspondence.
1Note that we interchangeably use terms “the chiral algebra” and “the VOA” in this paper, not following
the terminology where these are different mathematical objects.
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As a curtesy to busy readers, and to avoid getting lost in technicalities, we now provide
a somewhat more detailed overview of the main results presented in this work.
Chiral algebra on S3 × S1. The original construction [9] of the two-dimensional vertex
operator algebra as a subsector of the full four-dimensional N = 2 superconformal field
theory, relies on a powerful “abstract” operator approach to the four-dimensional theory,
which does not require a Lagrangian description. From such a point of view, any conformal
theory can be placed on S3×R via a Weyl transformation (on Weyl invariance of conformal
theories, see e.g. [48]). If we further close R to a circle, which we label as S1y throughout
this paper, we find that the theory breaks supersymmetry, unless we define it in a twisted
sector with respect to the R-symmetry. In that case, one manages to preserve half of the
flat space supercharges, namely those commuting with E − R, where E is the dilatation
generator (that generates translations along R in the S3 × R geometry), and R is a Cartan
generator of the SU(2)R symmetry. The surviving supercharges, together with isometries of
S3 and the U(1)R×U(1)r ⊂ SU(2)R×U(1)r R-symmetry subgroup, form a supersymmetry
algebra,
su(2|1)` ⊕ su(2|1)r , (1.1)
which is centrally extended by E−R. This should be regarded as an N = 2 superconformal
symmetry on S3 × S1. Conformal invariance is crucial as this algebra contains U(1)r which
is only known to be unbroken in conformal theories. A similar algebra without central
extension has previously appeared as three-dimensional N = 4 supersymmetry on S3 in [49].
In that case, the algebra admitted central extensions due to the addition of masses and Fayet-
Iliopoulos (FI) parameters in Lagrangian theories. In the present context, this E−R should
be regarded as a mass-like central charge. One can also introduce additional mass-like central
charges by turning on flavor symmetry holonomies around the S1y circle (corresponding to
flavor fugacities in the index), and they can be regarded as lifts of the three-dimensional mass
terms. However, there is no interesting lift of three-dimensional FI parameters, because we
study four-dimensional superconformal field theories, and even if they admit Lagrangian
descriptions, they do not have any abelian factors in their gauge groups.
The algebra (1.1) contains everything required to define the two-dimensional VOA sector.
All ingredients of the original construction from [9] can be easily translated to this context,
and one finds that the VOA is now supported on the torus S1ϕ × S1y , where S1ϕ ⊂ S3 is a
great circle. The labeling of circles stems from the coordinates we use; S1y is parametrized by
y ∈ [0, β`], while S3 is parametrized, just like in [49], by the fibration coordinates (θ, ϕ, τ),
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in which S1ϕ is a circle parametrized by ϕ that sits at θ = pi/2, where the τ -circle shrinks
to a point (see Section 2.2 for details). Since we essentially view S3 as D2 × S1τ with S1τ
shrinking at ∂D2 = S1ϕ, we sometimes refer to S
1
ϕ as the “boundary”, even though S
3 is of
course closed.
Localization on S3 × S1. With the exception of the above generalities, in this paper we
focus on Lagrangian N = 2 superconformal field theories in four dimensions. In this case,
by employing supersymmetric localization on a rigid background of the form S3 × S1y , we
explicitly localize a given Lagrangian superconformal field theory, and find that it indeed
reproduces the expected two-dimensional VOA on the torus S1ϕ × S1y ⊂ S3 × S1y , described
as a gauged symplectic boson. The symplectic boson VOA is also known as a β − γ system
of weight 1
2
and we interchangeably use the two terms.
To derive the two-dimensional VOA on the torus, we first define the appropriate rigid
supersymmetric S3 × S1y background, reproducing the superconformal index. In doing so,
we analyze the supersymmetry algebra and classify possible fugacities and their preserved
subalgebras. In order to retain the VOA construction, the minimal amount of supersymmetry
we ought to preserve is su(1|1)`⊕su(1|1)r. We find that we may turn on fugacities preserving
an su(1|1)`⊕su(2|1)r subalgebra (which can be further broken to the minimal one by defects).
Surprisingly, this goes beyond the fugacity in the Schur limit, which is well-known to be
relevant for the chiral algebra construction. Namely, we are allowed to turn on discrete
fugacities M,N ∈ Z, where N corresponds to an insertion of e2piiN(R+r) in the Schur index,
while non-zero M modifies the geometry. For non-zero M , the S3×S1y is no longer equipped
with a product metric, but rather one rotates S3 by ∆ϕ = ∆τ = 2piM as we go around the
S1y . As we shall argue, these deformations do not affect the VOA construction, but change
the complex structure of the torus and affect the boundary conditions (spin structure) upon
going around one of the cycles, S1y (see below). The inclusion of M actually does not affect
the partition function, but throughout we keep both M and N as generic integers.
We perform localization for theN = 2 vector multiplets; in this case, the two-dimensional
theory is determined indirectly. As we show, the Yang-Mills action is Q-exact, and thus the
four-dimensional theory solely localizes to a one-loop determinant piece. Nonetheless, the
two-dimensional action can be “bootstrapped” from the knowledge of the partition function
and the four-dimensional propagators, and is given by the small bc ghost system on the
torus.
Localization for the four-dimensional N = 2 hypermultiplets more straightforwardly
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reproduces the two-dimensional theory. Namely, the remnant “classical” piece in the local-
ization precisely reduces to the two-dimensional symplectic boson theory on the boundary
torus S1ϕ×S1y ⊂ S3×S1y . As alluded above, the discrete label M changes the complex struc-
ture of the torus (essentially, M 6= 0 differs from M = 0 by precisely M Dehn twists, or a
TM modular transformation), while N changes the spin structure (periodicity) of symplectic
bosons along S1y .
The localization from four to two dimensions produces almost no overall one-loop deter-
minant, except for a simple Casimir energy factor. The part of it that depends on the gauge
holonomy around the S1y cancels between the hypermultiplets and vector multiplets as a con-
sequence of conformal invariance. If we turn on flavor holonomies, however, there is a simple
leftover term that survives, and describes the mismatch of the four- and two-dimensional
path integrals. It is given by
q
− 1
4
∑
wf∈Rf 〈wf ,af 〉
2
, (1.2)
where the sum goes over all weights in a flavor symmetry representation Rf in which the
matter transforms, af is the background holonomy in the Cartan of flavor group, and q =
e2piiτ , where τ is a complex structure of the torus.
Spin structures. All operators in the VOA have either integral or half-integral conformal
dimensions, as a consequence of the SCFT/VOA correspondence. Thus in order to place
the VOA on a torus, one has to pick a particular spin structure. The canonical choice that
follows from how we put a four-dimensional theory on S3×S1y is (1, 0), meaning that spinors
are anti-periodic (in the NS sector) along S1ϕ and periodic (in the R sector) along S
1
y .
We mentioned above that the nontrivial N mod 2 amounts to flipping the spin structure
of symplectic bosons along S1y . This is in fact more general and holds in an arbitrary VOA
(arising from a superconformal field theory): starting with the “standard” NS sector vacuum
character, corresponding to (1, 0) spin structure, and turning on N mod 2 in the four-
dimensional background, we arrive at the torus partition function with (1, 1) spin structure.
Given our general localization, we immediately get the corresponding four-dimensional result,
Z(1,1), by setting N = 1. Of course, it precisely agrees with the NS-NS character.
In two dimensions, we can also change the periodicity of the fields along the other, here S1ϕ,
cycle to obtain the remaining (0, 1) and (0, 0) spin structures. However, because the S1ϕ-cycle
is contractible in S3, we cannot continuously change the periodicity of the four-dimensional
fields along it; thus, we have to make S1ϕ non-contractible. To do so in a physically sensible
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way, we have to introduce a surface defect at θ = 0, i.e. describing S3 as a circle fibration
over the disk D2, θ = 0 is at the origin of D2, and the defect extends in the τ and y directions.
The R-symmetry defect. The surface defect that can switch the S1ϕ spin structure should
act similarly to the e2pii(R+r) monodromy that was able to alter the S1y spin structure. Namely,
we first define the symmetry interface that does the transformation e2pii(R+r) on a theory – we
call it the canonical R-symmetry interface. Then, we claim that the relevant surface defect
should sit at the boundary of such an interface. If we place the surface defect at θ = 0,
with the canonical R-symmetry interface ending on it, we get what we want: operators that
have half-integral dimension in the VOA will obtain the opposite periodicity around S1ϕ. In
this way we can achieve the (0, 1) and (0, 0), or NS-R and R-R spin structures from four
dimensions.
Such surface defects should exist in general superconformal field theories, but they are
by no means unique. In fact, they correspond to the Ramond sector modules of the VOA,
and there might be many of them. For Lagrangian theories, we define in the main text and
in Appendix D the simplest possible pair of such defects. Because e2pii(R+r) acts trivially
on the vector multiplets, we define defects that only directly couple to hypermultiplets by
changing their asymptotic behavior in the vicinity of the defect. This is closely related to the
monodromy defect considered in [23], and we elaborate more on their relation in Section 2.6.
We further generalize the localization answer to include this defect at θ = 0. In this way, we
end up with four partition functions, Z(1,0), Z(1,1), Z(0,1), Z(0,0), labeled by the spin structure,
where the first one is the usual Schur index and the second one is the “modified Schur index”
considered by Razamat [50].
The two-dimensional theory. Once we have the two-dimensional action of gauged sym-
plectic bosons, it is straightforward to study various of its properties, such as the proper
integration cycle, the two-point functions in all spin structures, etc. One interesting obser-
vation that we make is that in the presence of flavor holonomies, – which appear as mass-like
central charges in the supersymmetry algebra, – vertex operators charged under the flavor
symmetries fail to remain holomorphic. The sector that remains holomorphic is formed by
flavor-neutral operators. At the level of the VOA it corresponds to the well-known operation
of screening. Somewhat formally, it expands the class of vertex algebras we might study.
One simple example we describe is a free hypermultiplet: turning on its U(1)F ⊂ SU(2)F
flavor holonomy screens the free symplectic boson VOA to a slightly simpler VOA described
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by a pair chiral bosons.
Modularity of the Schur index. It has long been suggested that the four-dimensional
Schur index observes modular properties (see for example [50, 51]).2 Naively, one expects
that modular properties are related to an exchange of the “thermal cycle” with the Hopf fiber
of the index. Of course, with the advent of the work [9], the identification of the Schur index
with some vacuum character of a two-dimensional chiral algebra immediately suggest that
the Schur index ought to be part of a modular vector. Indeed, in the work [26], differential
equations observing modular properties were derived, and it was suggested, that the vacuum
character – or Schur index – is a solution of them.
Nevertheless, a four-dimensional understanding of the modular properties of the two-
dimensional character remains an unresolved problem. For Lagrangian theories, our dis-
cussion of the spin structures of the torus partition function and its relation to the four-
dimensional Schur index, gives us immediately the T -modular transformation of the latter.
In particular, we explicitly find the following general result
Z(1,0)(τ + 1, af ) ∝ Z(1,1)(τ, af ) , Z(1,1)(τ + 1, af ) ∝ Z(1,0)(τ, af ) ,
Z(0,0)(τ + 1, af ) ∝ Z(0,0)(τ, af ) , Z(0,1)(τ + 1, af ) ∝ Z(0,1)(τ, af ) .
(1.3)
In order to shed light on the action of the modular S-transformation, we introduce novel
(formal) partition functions labeled by two additional indices, m,n ∈ Z, Z(ν1,ν2)(m,n) . They
are defined as the partition function in given spin structure (ν1, ν2) but now with modified
contour T(m,n) of the holonomy integral in the localization formula, labeled by the integers
m and n. The upshot of introducing this extended, infinite set of partition functions is that
they exhibit a simple behavior under modular transformations.3 For instance, we find that
Z
(ν1,ν2)
(m,n)
(
−1
τ
,
af
τ
)
∝ Z(ν2,ν1)(−n,m) (τ, af ) ,
Z
(ν1,ν2)
(m,n) (τ + 1, af ) ∝ Z(ν1,ν2+ν1)(m+n,n) (τ, af ) .
(1.4)
Thus, we suggest that the objects Z
(ν1,ν2)
(m,n) furnish an (infinite-dimensional projective) repre-
sentation of SL(2,Z), and given the relation to two-dimensional chiral algebras, we expect
2The study of modular properties in dimensions three and four have recently attracted attention, see for
instance [52,53].
3We refer to Section 5 for more details, including some comments on the convergence of these objects
upon turning off flavor fugacities.
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it to truncate, i.e. there are relations among them, and a – possibly finite – set of them
transform as some modular vector [26]. Physically, the remanent independent objects Z
(ν1,ν2)
(m,n)
are expected to correspond to partition functions in the presence of general defects (corre-
sponding to non-trivial modules of the two-dimensional chiral algebra [9, 18, 23,54]).
Finally, we discuss two simple examples, and explicitly observe that the S-transformation
of the Schur index exhibits logarithmic behavior, which is in accordance with the expected
solutions to the modular differential equations derived in [26].
Relation to the (flat) Ω-background R2 ⊕ R2. For a while, it has been suggested [55]
(see also [40,56]) that the two-dimensional chiral algebra can be obtained by an Ω-deformation
[3, 4] of the holomorphic-topological twist, introduced by Kapustin in [57] (see [44, 45] for
recent results to this end). Indeed, our analysis of the S3 × S1 background, with the two-
dimensional theory arising on the torus, T2 ⊂ S3 × S1, suggests that the (flat space) Ω-
background is hidden as some “local” (and decompactified) version near the torus.4 In
Section 6, we comment on this connection in four dimensions, determining an expansion of
the S3 × S1 background in the vicinity of the torus and thereby explicitly obtain the flat
Ω-background R2 ⊕R2. The theory then effectively localizes to the tip of the Ω-background,
R2 , giving the symplectic boson action in the remaining (flat) two-dimensional space. We
remark here that our background seems to be in accordance with the recent results in [44,45].
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We start in Section 2 by setting the
stage, and define the supersymmetric background on S3×S1. We further discuss the possible
fugacities including their preserved subalgebra, and argue that we may slightly deform away
from the Schur limit while still preserving the VOA construction. Furthermore, we introduce
the notion of spin structures on the torus to the game and discuss how they are realized from
a four-dimensional point of view, which marks the inception of the canonical R-symmetry
interface and surface defect. In Section 3, we explicitly localize the S3 × S1 partition func-
tion onto the gauged symplectic bosons in two-dimensions. This includes the results for the
(four) different spin structures, and the R-symmetry surface defect. We point out various
subtleties along the way. In Section 4, we consequently discuss various aspects of the re-
sulting two-dimensional theory. This includes the determination of its integration cycle, the
4Indeed, in the three-dimensional N = 4 analogue of our setup, there are alternative approaches, one
relying on the S3 localization [49, 58, 59], another introducing an Ω-background R2 ⊕ R [60], and for super-
conformal N = 4 theories, there is a third approach [61, 62], which is more closely related to the operator
approach of [9] in four-dimensions. All of these determine a one-dimensional theory quantizing the Coulomb
and Higgs-branch chiral rings.
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propagators, as well as interpreting flavor fugacities as screening charges in two dimensions.
In Section 5, we then discuss some implications of our results towards understanding the
modular properties of the Schur index. Finally, in Section 6, we mention the connection to
the flat Ω-background. We close in Section 7 with a brief discussion and mention some work
for the future. We collect some more technical details in Appendices A–E.
Note added: During the final stages of this project, the paper [42] appeared, which has
partial overlap with some results in our work. Additionally, the recent papers [44, 45] have
some overlap with our Section 6.
2 The Index, the Background, and the Algebra
In this section, we provide the necessary details on the constructions explored in the re-
mainder of this paper. We start by recalling the definition of the superconformal index of
four-dimensional N = 2 superconformal field theories, and choose a particular representa-
tion of it convenient for our purposes. We then proceed to describe the rigid background in
four-dimensional N = 2 conformal supergravity that is appropriate for studying the index.
Such a background of course ought to have the topology of S3×S1y (we denote the Euclidean
time direction by y). However, we may also replace S1y by an interval or R. In the latter
case, it can be obtained by a Weyl transformation from flat space.
We further explicitly describe the most general fugacities in the superconformal index
compatible with the supercharge QH , which is required to be preserved for the vertex oper-
ator algebra (VOA) construction, and explain in detail how the VOA construction works on
S3 × S1y . In particular, we obtain a VOA on the torus T2 ⊂ S3 × S1y . Interestingly, such a
specialization of fugacities goes slightly beyond the well-known Schur limit of the supercon-
formal index. Namely, we add a discrete parameter that switches the spin structure of the
torus (along S1y) at the level of the VOA. Furthermore, we introduce a surface defect which
switches the spin structure along the other cycle of the torus – such defects correspond to
Ramond sector modules for the VOA.
2.1 Different representations of the superconformal index
The superconformal index in four-dimensional N = 2 superconformal field theories was
introduced in [63–65]. In its most basic form, and given a choice of the supercharge Q, it is
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defined as
I(µi) = TrHS3 (−1)F e−µiTie−Lδ , (2.1)
where the trace is taken over the Hilbert space of radial quantization HS3 , F is the fermion
number, and we introduced the definition
δ ≡ 2{Q,Q†} . (2.2)
Furthermore, Ti is a maximal set of mutually commuting generators that necessarily also
commute with Q. Mirroring the choice in [47], we pick the particular supercharge Q = Q˜1−˙
to define the index. Thus, we fix
δ = δ˜1−˙ = E − 2j2 − 2R + r , (2.3)
and the maximal set of commuting generators consists of the following anti-commutators
δ1− = E − 2j1 − 2R− r , (2.4)
δ1+ = E + 2j1 − 2R− r , (2.5)
δ˜2+˙ = E + 2j2 + 2R + r . (2.6)
A key property of the superconformal index is its independence of L. This is due to the
pairwise cancellations of non-zero modes of δ˜1−˙. Thus, we may shift L, as long as we are
preserving convergence of (2.1). In particular, shifting L by various linear combinations of
chemical potentials µi is equivalent to redefining Ti → Ti + cδ, where c is some number.
Because such redefinitions do not affect the answer, we may write the following equivalent
formulae for the index,
I(ρ, σ, τ) = Tr(−1)Fρ 12 (E−2j1−2R−r)σ 12 (E+2j1−2R−r)τ 12 δ˜2+˙e−Lδ˜1−˙ , (2.7)
I(p, q, t) = Tr(−1)Fp 12 (E+2j1−2R−r)q 12 (E−2j1−2R−r)tR+re−Lδ˜1−˙ , (2.8)
I(p, q, t) = Tr(−1)Fpj2+j1−rqj2−j1−rtR+re−Lδ˜1−˙ . (2.9)
Passing from (2.7) to (2.8) involves the change of variables p = τσ, q = τρ, t = τ 2, and a
shift of L, while passing from (2.8) to (2.9) is accomplished solely by shifting L.
Notice that even though the answer is L-independent, L also plays the role of a regulator,
regularizing the trace over an infinite-dimensional Hilbert space. The importance of this
factor differs in the alternative representations of the index. For example, since the factor
11
(ρστ)
1
2
E ensures convergence, as long as |ρστ | < 1 (with some extra assumptions), we may
safely put L = 0 in (2.7). Similarly, we can set L = 0 in (2.8) as long as |pq| < 1. However,
we cannot put L = 0 in (2.9), as none of the other factors can obviously serve as a regulator.
In the following we will set L = 0 and work with the representation of the superconformal
index given in (2.8). We further perform the following change of variables
(pq)1/2 = e−β , (2.10)
p
q
= e2iβζ , (2.11)
t
(pq)1/2
= eiβγ , (2.12)
upon which the index takes the following form
I(β, ζ, γ) = TrHS3 (−1)F e−βEeβRe2iβζj1eiβγ(R+r) . (2.13)
Indeed, this representation is the most convenient for the path integral interpretation; We
put the theory on a space S3, and the factor e−βE suggests that we have to evolve it for the
Euclidean time β. The additional factors eβRe2iβζj1eiβγ(R+r) further imply that afterwards
we have to perform various symmetry transformations on the system, and the trace means
that we close the time direction into a circle S1y . Lastly, (−1)F implies that fermions ought
to have periodic boundary conditions (up to the twists introduced by eβRe2iβζj1eiβγ(R+r)).
Thus, we have to put the theory on a Euclidean space given by S3×S1y , defined in a twisted
sector, where upon going once around S1y , we perform the R-symmetry transformations
eβReiβγ(R+r), and rotate S3 by e2iβζj1 . The latter means that the geometry can be constructed
by first taking S3 × I with the product metric, where I is an interval, and then identifying
the two boundary three-spheres by a rotation generated by e2iβζj1 . It is straightforward
to describe a background satisfying these criteria, and we do so in the next subsection.
Quite importantly, this background should preserve both U(1)R ⊂ SU(2)R and U(1)r R-
symmetries, simply because we work in a twisted sector with respect to both R and R + r.
On the contrary, the background does not have to preserve the supercharge Q˜1−˙ used
in the original definition of the index (2.1). Once we have arrived at the expression (2.13)
that concerns a particular way to count states in the radial quantization Hilbert space HS3 ,
it no longer matters what supercharge we started with in (2.1). In what follows, we will
investigate what supersymmetry is preserved by such a background for various values of the
fugacities in (2.13).
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2.2 The Background
Using off-shell supergravity to construct rigid supersymmetric backgrounds has become a
standard technique in supersymmetry literature [66].5 The relevant supergravity theory
for our problem is given by the four-dimensional N = 2 off-shell conformal supergravity
of [71–73] based on the standard Weyl multiplet.6 It has been successfully used to put
general four-dimensional N = 2 gauge theories on the ellipsoid in [75,76], in which case the
theory does not have to be conformal. We follow the conventions of reference [76] (see also
Appendix A). As we will see, theories that are not conformal quantum-mechanically appear
to break supersymmetry in our S3 × S1 background, and therefore, for the scope of this
paper, we focus solely on conformal theories.7
We parametrize the space S3×S1y by variables (θ, ϕ, τ, y), where θ ∈ [0, pi/2], ϕ ∈ [−pi, pi]
and τ ∈ [0, 2pi] are “fibration” coordinates for the three-sphere S3 of radius `, and y ∈ [0, β`]
parametrizes the circle S1y of circumference β`. The corresponding metric then reads
ds2 = dy2 + `2
[
dθ2 + sin2 θ
(
dϕ+
ζ
`
dy
)2
+ cos2 θ
(
dτ +
ζ
`
dy
)2]
, (2.14)
where we further introduced the additional deformation ζ, which is related to the “standard”
fugacities p, q and t via equations (2.10) – (2.12). Notice that for ζ = 0, this is just a product
of a round S3 with S1y , while non-zero ζ introduces a twist, i.e. as we go around the S
1
y , the
three-sphere is rotated by ∆ϕ = ∆τ = βζ. Alternatively, we could write our metric in terms
of the coordinates ϕ˜ = ϕ+ζy/` and τ˜ = τ+ζy/`, in which it would simply become a product
metric, where gluing a patch y ∈ (0, β`) into a circle, i.e., identifying y = 0 with y = β`,
would involve a rotation (“twist”) by ∆ϕ = ∆τ = βζ. This rotation is precisely generated
by j1, which appears in the definition of the superconformal index in equations (2.7) – (2.9).
We prefer to use the coordinates (θ, ϕ, τ, y), in which the metric takes the form (2.14), and
up to the R-symmetry twists introduced in the previous subsection all the variables of the
5This technique goes back to as early as [67–69], in the context of topologically twisted theories. Of
course, it is also possible to define (rigid) supersymmetry on the S3×R background using other methods [70].
Nevertheless, we are going to follow the general approach of [66].
6General rigid supersymmetric backgrounds have been analyzed in [74] within the setting of four-
dimensional conformal supergravity.
7An unconventional S3 × S1 background that would allow to define the Schur index for non-conformal
N = 2 theories is being studied in a long-awaited work [77].
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theory are periodic in the y direction. We conveniently work with the following vierbein
e1 = `dθ , e2 = ` sin θ
(
dϕ+
ζ
`
dy
)
,
e4 = dy , e3 = ` cos θ
(
dτ +
ζ
`
dy
)
,
(2.15)
in which the spin connection has the following non-vanishing components:
Ω21ϕ = −Ω12ϕ = cos θ , Ω13τ = −Ω31τ = sin θ ,
Ω13y = −Ω31y =
ζ
`
sin θ , Ω21y = −Ω12y =
ζ
`
cos θ .
(2.16)
We define rigid supersymmetry for four-dimensional N = 2 superconformal field theories
by coupling to the N = 2 standard Weyl supergravity multiplet (in the rigid limit). Its
component fields are(
gµν , (Vµ)
A
B, V˜µ, T µν , Tµν , M, ψµA, ψµA, ηA, ηA
)
, (2.17)
where gµν is the metric, (Vµ)
A
B is a gauge field for the SU(2)R symmetry, V˜µ a gauge field
for the U(1)r symmetry, T µν (Tµν) is an (anti-)self-dual tensor, M a scalar, ψµA (ψµA) is an
(anti-)chiral gravitino, and finally ηA (ηA) is an (anti-)chiral spinor. Then, supersymmetry
is determined by nontrivial chiral spinors ξαA and anti-chiral spinors ξ
α˙
A, where A = 1, 2 is
the SU(2)R index, which together with appropriate background supergravity fields allow for
the vanishing of the supersymmetry variations of the fermions ψµA, ψµA, ηA, and ηA. This
implies that we ought to solve the following system of conformal Killing spinor equations
(see Appendix A for relevant notation)
DµξA + T νρσνρσµξA = −iσµξ′A , (2.18)
DµξA + T νρσνρσµξA = −iσµξ′A , (2.19)
σµσνDµDνξA + 4DρTµνσµνσρξA = MξA , (2.20)
σµσνDµDνξA + 4DρT µνσµνσρξA = MξA , (2.21)
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where the covariant derivatives are defined as follows
DµξA =
(
∂µ +
1
4
Ωabµ σab
)
ξA + iξB(Vµ)
B
A − iV˜µξA , (2.22)
DµξA =
(
∂µ +
1
4
Ωabµ σab
)
ξA + iξB(Vµ)
B
A + iV˜µξA . (2.23)
For the background in consideration, we require the U(1)r-symmetry to be preserved, and
thus Tµν and T µν necessarily have to vanish, for they have nontrivial U(1)r-charges given by
±2. Thus, we have to set
Tµν = T µν = 0 . (2.24)
Then, in this case, using (2.18) and (2.19), equations (2.20) and (2.21) can equivalently be
written as8
(3M +R)ξA = 2iσ
µν(Vµν)
B
AξB + 4iσ
µνV˜µνξA , (2.25)
(3M +R)ξA = 2iσ
µν(Vµν)
B
AξB − 4iσµνV˜µνξA . (2.26)
Here, (Vµν)
B
A and V˜µν denote the field strengths of the respective R-symmetry gauge fields,
and R = 6
`2
is the scalar curvature of S3 × S1. We pick a solution for which both the left
and the right hand sides are zero. Namely, we have
M = −R
3
, (2.27)
while the R-symmetry gauge fields have vanishing field strengths,
(Vµν)
B
A = V˜µν = 0 . (2.28)
However, we may of course turn on holonomies for (Vµ)
B
A and V˜µ. For reasons that will
become clear soon, we only consider a holonomy for R + r; in particular, we set
V˜µdx
µ = − α
2`
dy , (2.29)
(Vµ)
B
Adx
µ =
α
2`
dy (τ3)
B
A , (2.30)
where τ3 is the third Pauli matrix. Notice that by performing non-single-valued (R+r) gauge
transformations with parameter eicy, for some c ∈ R, we can arbitrarily shift the holonomy
8Actually, these equations follow more straightforwardly directly from the supersymmetry conditions of
ηA and ηA.
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α, and in particular make it zero. The latter is possible at a cost of introducing an extra
(R + r) monodromy (“twisting” in the sense of twisted sectors) around S1y . Recall that γ
in (2.13) parametrizes such a monodromy, i.e. the gluing cocycle for the (R + r)-symmetry
flat bundle: as we go once around S1y , we identify fibers by an e
iγ(R+r) rotation. We can
reverse the logic, and completely gauge away γ, and instead keep the holonomy α generic.
We find the latter more convenient, and adhere to such a convention below. We could try
to similarly gauge away the eβR twisted sector in (2.13), however this would introduce an
imaginary background holonomy (manifesting that our background is non-unitary), which
we find slightly inconvenient. Therefore, we work in a twisted sector with respect to the R
symmetry only. For any variable X in our theory – be it a field or a Killing spinor – the
periodicity is determined by its R charge, i.e.
X(y + β`) = e−βRX(y) . (2.31)
Now, solving the remaining equations (2.18) and (2.19), and throwing away half of the
solutions that cannot satisfy the twisted sector periodicity (due to having the wrong sign in
front of y
2`
in the exponent), we find the following set of Killing spinors
ξ1 = e
− y
2`
−iα y
` e
i
2
τ1θe
i
2
τ3(ϕ+τ+2ζ
y
`
) ,
ξ1 = e
− y
2` e−
i
2
τ1θe
i
2
τ3(ϕ−τ) ,
ξ2 = e
y
2` e−
i
2
τ1θe
i
2
τ3(ϕ−τ)η ,
ξ2 = e
y
2`
+iα y
` e
i
2
τ1θe
i
2
τ3(ϕ+τ+2ζ
y
`
)η ,
(2.32)
where , , η, η are constant two-component spinors. Part of these can still be broken due to
the incorrect periodicity at generic α and ζ, which will be discussed in more detail below.
Setting the deformations α = ζ = 0, and if we replace S1 by R, we can think of these
solutions as the flat space solutions conformally mapped to the cylinder S3 × R. This
perspective allows us to easily identify the map between the conformal supercharges and the
parameters in , , η, η as follows
Q1α ←→ α ,
Q˜2α˙ ←→ α˙ ,
S˜2α˙ ←→ ηα˙ ,
Sα1 ←→ ηα .
(2.33)
These are the eight out of sixteen four-dimensional N = 2 conformal supercharges that
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commute with the combination E−R, and thus their Killing spinors obey the twisted sector
periodicity. The remaining supercharges, which are not commuting with E −R, acquire the
wrong periodicity in the y direction and are broken on S3 × S1.
One finds that the remaining eight preserved supercharges form an su(2|1)` ⊕ su(2|1)r
superalgebra, which is centrally extended by the element E − R, with nontrivial anti-
commutation relations given by
{Q1α,Sβ1 } =
1
2
δβα(E −R) +Mαβ − δβα
r +R
2
,
{S˜2α˙, Q˜2β˙} =
1
2
δα˙
β˙
(E −R) +Mα˙β˙ + δα˙β˙
r −R
2
.
(2.34)
Here, Mαβ and Mα˙β˙ are the generators of left- and right-rotations. In our conventions,
Q1α and Sα1 generate the left factor, su(2|1)`, and S˜2α˙ together with Q˜2β˙ generate the right
factor, su(2|1)r. Notice that if we turn on non-vanishing deformations α 6= 0 or ζ 6= 0, we
further break part of the su(2|1)` ⊕ su(2|1)r supersymmetry. We will investigate this below.
Now, we proceed to present the four-dimensional N = 2 Yang-Mills and matter actions in
our background.9 The four-dimensional N = 2 vector multiplet consists of a gauge field Aµ
with field strength Fµν , a complex scalar φ, (anti)chiral gaugini (λ
α˙
A) λAα, and the auxiliary
SU(2)R-triplet DAB. The N = 2 Yang-Mills action coupled to the rigid standard Weyl
multiplet is then given by [71–73]
LYM = 1
g2YM
Tr
(
1
2
FµνF
µν + 4DµφDµφ+ 2R
3
φφ− 2iλAσµDµλA + 2λA[φ, λA] + 2λA[φ, λA]
+ 4[φ, φ]2 − 1
2
DABDAB
)
+
iθ
32pi2
Tr
(
εµνλρFµνFλρ
)
. (2.35)
Here, gYM is the four-dimensional Yang-Mills coupling, R the curvature of the background,
θ the θ-angle, and the covariant derivatives are understood (see e.g. (2.22) and (2.23)).
The four-dimensional N = 2 hypermultiplet (qAI , ψIα, ψI α˙, FAˇI) contains the scalars qAI ,
the fermions ψIα, ψIα as well as auxiliary fields FAˇI . Here I, J, . . . are flavor indices of
the hypermultiplets, and εIJ is their pseudoreal structure. For instance, for a single free
hypermultiplet I, J, · · · = 1, 2, and the flavor symmetry is SU(2)F . More generally, 2Nf
half-hypermultiplets transform in the fundamental representation of the flavor symmetry
group USp(2Nf )F , part of which can be gauged by the dynamical vector multiplets. After
9Here, we mostly follow reference [76], except that we redefine their φ to −φ to have a more natural-looking
reality condition for φ.
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gauging G ⊂ USp(2Nf )F , the fundamental representation of USp(2Nf )F becomes some rep-
resentation R of G, which is pseudoreal in general, and for full hypermultiplets is of the form
R ∼= R⊕R, in which case we say that hypermultiplets are valued in the (complex) repre-
sentation R. The action of (half-)hypermultiplets (coupled to vector multiplets) including
auxiliary fields is then given by10
Lmat = 1
2
DµqADµqA + qA{φ, φ}qA + i
2
qADABq
B +
2
3
RqAqA − i
2
ψσµDµψ
− 1
2
ψφψ +
1
2
ψφψ − qAλAψ + ψλAqA − 1
2
F AˇFAˇ ,
(2.36)
where we suppress I, J, . . . indices, and the covariant derivative for the scalars is given by
DµqAI = ∂µqAI − i(Aµ)IJqAJ + iV BAqBI . (2.37)
The vector multiplet and hypermultiplet actions in (2.35) and (2.36) are invariant under
N = 2 supersymmetry. The vector multiplet components transform as follows
QAµ = iξ
AσµλA − iξAσµλA ,
Qφ = −iξAλA ,
Qφ = −iξAλA ,
QλA =
1
2
σµνξAFµν + 2σ
µξADµφ+ σµDµξAφ− 2iξA[φ, φ] +DABξB ,
QλA =
1
2
σµνξAFµν − 2σµξADµφ− σµDµξAφ+ 2iξA[φ, φ] +DABξB ,
QDAB = −iξAσµDµλB − iξBσµDµλA + iξAσµDµλB + iξBσµDµλA
− 2[φ, ξAλB + ξBλA]− 2[φ, ξAλB + ξBλA] .
(2.38)
The gauge field Aµ is real, the reality condition of the scalar reads φ
∗ = φ, and the auxiliary
fields satisfy
(DAB)
∗ = −e− y` (sA+sB)DAB = −e− y` (sA+sB)εAA˜εBB˜DA˜B˜ , (2.39)
where s1 = 1 and s2 = −1. Here, the factor e− y` (sA+sB) has to be added because we work in
a twisted sector (2.31), where the y-periodicity of fields is dependent on their R-charge.
10The auxiliary fields are necessary to close part of the hypermultiplet supersymmetry off-shell, which is
required for supersymmetric localization. Of course, it is not possible to close the full N = 2 supersymmetry
for hypermultiplets with finitely many auxiliary fields.
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Similarly, the hypermultiplet supersymmetry transformations are given by
QqA = −iξAψ + iξAψ ,
Qψ = 2σµξADµqA + σµDµξAqA + 4iξAφqA + 2ξˇAˇF Aˇ ,
Qψ = 2σµξADµqA + σµDµξAqA − 4iξAφqA + 2ξˇAˇF Aˇ ,
QFAˇ = iξˇAˇσ
µDµψ − 2ξˇAˇφψ − 2ξˇAˇλBqB − iξˇAˇσµDµψ
− 2ξˇAˇφψ + 2ξˇAˇλBqB .
(2.40)
We impose the following reality conditions for the bosonic fields of the hypermultiplets
(qAI)
∗ = e−
y
`
sAqAI ≡ e− y` sAεABεIJqBJ ,
(FAˇI)
∗ = −e− y` sAˇF AˇI ≡ −e− y` sAˇεAˇBˇεIJFBˇJ ,
(2.41)
where again, s1,2 = ±1 accounts for the twisted sector. Notice that we have introduced the
same twisted sector for the auxiliary SU(2) index Aˇ as for the SU(2)R index A – this is
because in the rest of this paper, it will be convenient to identify Aˇ with A.
Finally, we stress that we assume our matter content to always satisfies the U(1)r-anomaly
cancellation condition, which, incidentally, also ensures that the theory is conformal and free
of global anomalies. For each simple factor Gi of the gauge group, this condition reads [78]
2h∨(Gi) =
∑
x
C(Ri,x)
∏
j 6=i
dim Rj,x +
∑
y
2C(Ri,y)
∏
j 6=i
dimRj,y , (2.42)
where h∨ is the dual Coxeter number, C(R) is an index of the representation R, the sum
over y goes over all full hypermultiplets Ry = Ry ⊕Ry, whereas the sum over x goes over
the remaining half-hypermultiplets Rx. Furthermore, by Ri,x we denote the representation
of the x-th half-hypermultiplet under the simple gauge group factor Gi, and similarly by
Ri,y = Ri,y⊕Ri,y we denote the representation of the y-th full hypermultiplet under Gi. For
abelian groups h∨ = 0, and thus (2.42) implies that abelian factors are decoupled and free.
Hence, they are not interesting and excluded from our discussion.
2.3 Fugacities and the supersymmetry they preserve
Let us now establish the correspondence between fugacities of the superconformal index
and the supersymmetry algebra preserved by our background in their presence. To make
statements less cumbersome, we drop the characterization “centrally extended”, as all su-
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persymmetry algebras we deal with are centrally extended by E −R.
In the presence of non-vanishing α and ζ in (2.32), part of the solutions in (2.32) are
broken on S3 × S1y due to the spinors having incorrect periodicity upon going around S1y .
Indeed, in the twisted sector (2.31), our spinors ought to satisfy the following conditions,
ξ1(y + β`) = e
−β
2 ξ1(y) , ξ1(y + β`) = e
−β
2 ξ1(y) ,
ξ2(y + β`) = e
β
2 ξ2(y) , ξ2(y + β`) = e
β
2 ξ2(y) .
(2.43)
Thus, ξ1 and ξ2 are generically broken in (2.32), as they do not obey this periodicity, whereas,
ξ1 and ξ2 are preserved. Therefore, only the su(2|1)r inside su(2|1)` ⊕ su(2|1)r is unbroken,
and we conclude:
• Keeping all three fugacities (β, ζ, α) – or equivalently (p, q, t) of (2.8) – in the in-
dex (2.13) only preserves su(2|1)r.
If we additionally want to preserve su(2|1)`, we have to ensure that all conformal Killing
spinors in (2.32) satisfy the periodicity conditions (2.43). This is attained if and only if
α =
2piN
β
, and ζ =
2piM
β
, M,N ∈ Z . (2.44)
Recall that, by an (R + r)-symmetry gauge transformation, we could equivalently consider
γ = 2piN/β instead. The value M = N = 0 corresponds to specializing (2.13) to
I (β) = TrHS3 (−1)F e−β(E−R) , (2.45)
which is the standard “Schur” specialization of the superconformal index [46, 47]. Thus, we
draw yet another general conclusion:
• The Schur index specialization preserves su(2|1)` ⊕ su(2|1)r.
Allowing in (2.44) for non-zero integer M 6= 0, corresponds to an insertion of e4piiMj1 into
the Schur index (2.45). Since j1 is half-integral, such an insertion is immaterial to the index.
However, a non-zero integer N 6= 0 in (2.44) corresponds to an insertion of e2piiN(R+r) into the
Schur index, which can be non-trivial: because in a Lagrangian theory R+ r is half-integral,
the insertion of e2piiN(R+r) depends on N mod 2, and thus becomes nontrivial for N ≡ 1
mod 2. (As explained in the footnote 15, this is also true in general superconformal field
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theory.) This is a tiny quirk of the index, to which we will return in Section 2.5. In fact, in
our localization computations, we will keep M and N generic.
Interestingly, there is an additional, intermediate case, where we tune ζ = α.11 In this
case, the two competing phases in (2.32) cancel each other for the solutions corresponding
to Q1− and S−1 . These two generate the su(1|1)` subalgebra of su(2|1)`. It is easy to check
that α = ζ corresponds to turning on the fugacity for 2j1 + R + r, which – upon shifting
by δ˜1−˙ = E − 2j2 − 2R + r and redefinition of the fugacity for E − R – is equivalent to
introducing an additional fugacity “s” for the symmetry
Z = j1 − j2 + r . (2.46)
That is, such a specialization of the background computes
Tr(−1)F qE−RsZ . (2.47)
We will argue soon that s actually cancels, and this again reduces to the Schur index. Thus,
we conclude:
• The ζ = α specialization preserves su(1|1)` ⊕ su(2|1)r, but still computes the Schur
index.
We can also contemplate the possibility of setting ζ = −α, in which case the surviving left-
handed supercharges are Q1+ and S+1 . However, they are not of interest for the purpose of
this paper.
Lastly, as we briefly touch upon in Section 2.6, one can further refine the Schur index
by the insertion of an N = (2, 2)-supersymmetric surface defect at θ = 0, extended along
τ and y. Such a defect must preserve su(1|1)` ⊕ su(1|1)r, which is still enough for all the
constructions discussed in the current paper to work.
2.4 The chiral algebra
In this section, let us assume for simplicity that M = N = 0, that is ζ = α = 0, so we deal
with the pure Schur index background. We will comment on non-zero M and N towards the
end of this section, and will work in such a more general setting in later sections.
11Shifting ζ by 2piM/β in this case again introduces a trivial factor of e4piiMj1 = 1 in the Schur index.
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We notice that the two supercharges relevant for the chiral algebra construction of [9],
Q 1 = Q1− +
1
`
S˜2−˙ ,
Q 2 =
1
`
S−1 − Q˜2−˙ ,
(2.48)
belong to the algebra su(2|1)` ⊕ su(2|1)r described above. Furthermore, they also belong to
the smaller subalgebra su(1|1)`⊕ su(2|1)r (or even su(1|1)`⊕ su(1|1)r) mentioned at the end
of the previous subsection. Because of relation
{Q 1, Q 2} = −1
`
Z = 1
`
(j2 − j1 − r) , (2.49)
any operator in the cohomology of Q i – or in the equivariant cohomology of QH = Q 1 + Q 2
– necessarily satisfies Z = 0. This immediately shows that the additional fugacity s for the
Z symmetry in (2.47) indeed cancels: only observables in the cohomology of QH contribute
to the index,12 and they have Z = 0.
Let us proceed to explore the structure of Q i- or QH-cohomology. We note that the
supercharge QH is, of course, the dimensional uplift of an analogous supercharge in three-
dimensional N = 4 theories studied in [49]. It is therefore suggestive to view the two-
dimensional chiral algebra construction as the dimensional uplift of the one-dimensional
topological quantum field theory construction studied in that reference.
We introduce the following rotation generators:
M⊥ = M++ −M+˙+ = Pτ ,
M = M++ +M+˙+˙ = Pϕ ,
(2.50)
where, akin to the notation in [49, 58], by writing Pτ and Pϕ we emphasize that these
generators simply act by rotating the τ - and ϕ-circles in our fibration coordinates on S3,
respectively. Next, we introduce the twisted ϕ-rotation,
P̂ϕ = Pϕ +R , (2.51)
which, again in accordance with the three-dimensional case, generates aQH-closed operation.
However, unlike in three dimensions, this operation is not QH-exact. Additionally, in our
12This is true because the index (2.47) contains only fugacities for E − R and Z, and both of these
symmetries commute with the supercharges Q i and QH .
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four-dimensional case we also have a “twisted time translation”, given by the central element
of the algebra
H = E −R , (2.52)
which generates twisted translations in the S1y direction of the S
3 × S1y geometry. Being a
central charge, it is of course QH-closed, but it is not QH-exact. Following [9], we consider
the holomorphic and anti-holomorphic linear combinations of these and find the latter to be
Q i – and thus QH – exact:
2L−1 = H + P̂ϕ = E + Pϕ , (2.53)
2L−1 = H − P̂ϕ = E − Pϕ − 2R
= {Q 1,S−1 + `Q˜2−˙} = {Q 2, `Q1− − S˜2−˙} = {QH ,S−1 + `Q˜2−˙} . (2.54)
This readily implies, as in [9], that the QH-cohomology has the structure of a chiral algebra,
or vertex operator algebra (VOA), as we call them interchangeably in this paper.
More precisely, because (QH)2 = {Q 1, Q 2} = 1` (M⊥ + r), the chiral algebra is going to
live at the fixed point locus of M⊥. This is a torus located at θ = pi/2 and parametrized
by our coordinates ϕ and y – we often refer to it as S1ϕ × S1y . Recall that E is a dilatation
generator, which acts as E = ∆ + r∂r in flat space on observables of conformal dimension
∆. Then, upon moving to S3 × R and S3 × S1y , it becomes the operator `∂y (the additional
numeric term ∆ disappears because Ocylinder = (r/`)∆Oflat). Similarly, on S3 × S1y we have
that Pϕ = −i∂ϕ. Note that
`
∂
∂y
− i ∂
∂ϕ
= 2∂w ,
`
∂
∂y
+ i
∂
∂ϕ
= 2∂w , (2.55)
where we have introduced the coordinates w and w as
w =
y
`
+ iϕ , w =
y
`
− iϕ . (2.56)
In the case when S1y is replaced by R, these are precisely coordinates on the cylinder related
to the flat space ones via the usual map
z = ew , z = ew . (2.57)
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Recall that the chiral algebra is formed by the twisted-translated Schur operators [9].
These are defined as the ordinary Schur operators translated along the “chiral algebra sur-
face” by employing the operators L−1 and L−1 as translation generators. On S1ϕ × S1y ⊂
S3 × S1y , the twisted-translated Schur operators are constructed as follows
O(w,w) = OA1...AnuA1 . . . uAn , where uA = (e−w/2, ew/2) . (2.58)
Here, the SU(2)R highest weight componentO+···+ is the usual Schur operator, whileO(w,w)
is its twisted-translated cousin. With this definition, it is straightforward to check that
∂wO(w,w) = 1
2
[E + Pϕ,O(w,w)] = [L−1,O(w,w)] ,
∂wO(w,w) = 1
2
[E − Pϕ − 2R,O(w,w)] = [L−1,O(w,w)] ,
(2.59)
where the latter is Q i- and thus QH-exact because L−1 is exact and O(w,w) is closed. As
usual, it implies that in the Q i or QH cohomology, ∂wO(w,w) is trivial, so the cohomology
classes
O(w) = [O(w,w)] (2.60)
are holomorphic in w, and furthermore, have the VOA structure induced by the four-
dimensional OPE.
In fact, by a Weyl transformation one can straightforwardly connect our definitions to
the flat space description of [9], and see that at the level of an abstract VOA, one has:
Ocyl(w) = zhOflat(z) , (2.61)
where the superscripts “cyl” and “flat” are there to distinguish the construction on a cylin-
der S3 × R from the flat space one of [9]. Furthermore, h is the (holomorphic) conformal
dimension of a VOA operator O, which is related to quantum numbers of the Schur operator
O+···+ by [9]
h = R + j1 + j2 . (2.62)
Finally, notice that the above construction admits a generalization to non-zero ζ =
2piM/β and α = 2piN/β. The parameter ζ, being a geometric twist of the background,
modifies the “time translation” generator E to E − iζPϕ − iζPτ . This amounts to shifting
the complex structure of the torus – which we still refer to as S1ϕ×S1y throughout the paper13
13At general ζ = 2piM/β 6= 0, which is our main case of interest, the induced metric on S1ϕ × S1y is not a
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– in such a way that in new complex coordinates
w =
y
`
+ iϕ+ iζ
y
`
, w =
y
`
− iϕ− iζ y
`
, (2.63)
the two-dimensional theory looks the same. Namely, the ∂w translation is QH-exact, and
the cohomology has the emergent VOA structure. This shift, however, might alter the
periodicity in the y direction. The latter is also true for non-zero α = 2piN/β, which, despite
not being a geometric parameter of the four-dimensional background, acquires an emergent
geometric interpretation in two dimensions. In the following we will perform the localization
with general non-zero M and N , but before doing so, we first give a more unified view on
the discrete refinements of the construction.
2.5 Spin structures on S1ϕ × S1y
Since R, j1 and j2 are either integers or half-integers, the relation (2.62) implies that all
vertex operators in the chiral algebra have either integral or half-integral spins. Whenever
half-integral spins are present, one has to choose a spin structure. In the case at hand, we
ought to consider the spin structure on the torus S1ϕ × S1y on which our chiral algebra lives.
As a matter of fact, the construction from the previous subsection provides a natural choice
of spin structure: On the one hand, the chiral algebra is periodic in the y direction, that is
spinors have Ramond boundary conditions along S1y . This is simply the reflection of the fact
that our theory is defined in a twisted sector, where the R-charge dependent non-periodicity
of OA1...An is canceled by explicit non-periodic factors uA1 . . . uAn . This can alternatively
be understood as a consequence of the fact that twisted y-translations are generated by
E − R, which is a symmetry of our system. On the other hand, the S1ϕ direction has NS
sector boundary conditions. It is most straightforward to see this from equation (2.61): since
vertex operators are single-valued in flat space, they are in the NS sector on the cylinder.
Indeed, equation (2.61) implies that on the cylinder, the ϕ-periodicity is determined by
zh = e
y
`
h+iϕh , (2.64)
and while operators with integral h are periodic, those with half-integral h are anti-periodic.
One can alternatively check this using the explicit definition (2.58). Thus, in conclusion, the
chiral algebra construction provides us with a natural choice of spin structure on S1ϕ × S1y ,
product metric, see Section 3.3.
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which is in the NS sector along S1ϕ and in the R sector along S
1
y ; we will refer to this choice
as (1, 0).14
However, we realize that there exists a simple modification of the original construction
which flips the spin structure to (1, 1). Recall that in the subsection 2.3, we noticed that
the Schur index could be modified by an insertion of e2piiN(R+r), which did not break any
supersymmetry and only depended on N mod 2. In particular, it is nontrivial for N = 1,
corresponding to an insertion of
(−1)2(R+r) . (2.65)
Such an insertion can be realized by turning on an (R + r)-holonomy in our background,
and it flips the y-periodicity for those operators that have half-integral R+ r. The operators
that contribute to this slightly modified index are still the Schur operators, because such a
refinement preserves QH . In particular, they still obey Z = j1− j2 + r = 0, and using (2.62),
we can find another expression for the chiral algebra conformal dimension,
h = R + r + 2j1 . (2.66)
This equation clearly shows that R + r is (half-)integral if and only if h is (half-)integral.15
Hence the insertion of (2.65) changes the periodicity along y for all operators that have
half-integral h. In other words, the modification (2.65) flips the spin structure along S1y .
Finally, there also exists a way to flip the S1ϕ spin structure, though it does not follow
from any of our earlier discussions yet. Similar to how we were able to flip the S1y spin
structure, it must be possible to achieve this by turning on the monodromy (−1)2(R+r) for
the S1ϕ circle. Since this circle is contractible, this ought to be done by an insertion of a
codimension-two defect with non-zero vorticity for the R+ r symmetry.16 Since this surface
defect is expected to change the NS boundary condition along S1ϕ into the R one, at the level
of QH cohomology, it is expected to give the Ramond sector module(s) of the VOA (that is,
twisted modules). We will discuss it in the next subsection.
To summarize, in this subsection we have explained that:
14We use the notation (ν1, ν2), indicating that spinors pick up a phase e
piiν1 , epiiν2 upon going once around
S1ϕ, S
1
y , respectively.
15This shows that the R+ r of Schur operators are always (half-)integral, and therefore the refinement of
the Schur index by e2piiN(R+r) depends only on N mod 2 for any superconformal field theory, not only the
Lagrangian ones.
16Codimension-two defects characterized by a vortex-type singularity have recently been a subject of
increasing attention, see e.g. [79–85].
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1. The chiral algebra on S1ϕ×S1y comes with the natural choice of the (1, 0) spin structure,
where spinorial vertex operators are anti-periodic along S1ϕ and periodic along S
1
y .
2. We can flip the S1y spin structure by turning on the holonomy (−1)2(R+r) along S1y .
3. We can flip the S1ϕ spin structure by the insertion of an (R + r) monodromy-creating
surface defect at θ = 0.
In fact, the choice of spin structure is intimately related to modular properties of the
chiral algebra characters. We will discuss some aspects of it later in this work, while leaving
a detailed investigation of this connection for the future. Now, let us look closer at the defect
mentioned in the third item above.
2.6 The canonical R-symmetry interface and surface defects
The possibility to refine the Schur index by an extra factor of e2pii(R+r) = (−1)2(R+r), as
discussed in the previous subsection and in Section 2.3, was attributed to the possibility of
turning on the background holonomy α = 2pi/β for R + r, without breaking any supersym-
metry. In Section 2.3 it was equivalently interpreted as a twisted sector for the U(1)R+r
symmetry, with twisting parameter γ = 2pi/β. In the latter case, we can think of it as
placing a codimension-one symmetry defect at any fixed point pt ∈ S1y (and extending it in
the S3 directions) that implements the (−1)2(R+r) transformation. We are going to call this
symmetry defect a canonical R-symmetry codimension-one defect (or interface), because it
plays an important role in various constructions.
For arbitrary operators in a general superconformal field theory, the value of R+ r does
not necessarily possess any nice properties. However, we have seen in (2.66) that for Schur
operators, R+r ∈ 1
2
Z. So (−1)2(R+r) becomes a Z2 defect in the Schur sector. In Lagrangian
theories (which are the case of primary interest in this paper), R+ r ∈ 1
2
Z for all operators,
and (−1)2(R+r) is a Z2 symmetry defect in the full theory.
As is well-known, the Schur sector, and in particular the chiral algebra construction,
admits a refinement by N = (2, 2) surface defects orthogonal to the chiral algebra plane and
intersecting it at the origin [9] (see also [18,23,37,54]). In our S3×S1y geometry, such defects
no longer intersect the chiral algebra torus: they are extended along the torus located at
θ = 0 : surface defect extended along S1τ × S1y . (2.67)
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With the canonical R-symmetry interface at hand, we can consider more general configu-
rations with the R-symmetry interface ending at the surface defect. Geometrically, we place
the R-symmetry interface at any fixed value of ϕ and extend it in the θ, τ and y directions,
ending it at the surface defect sitting at θ = 0. Following the nomenclature of [23], the
latter type of defects living at the boundary of the R-symmetry interface will be referred to
as “twisted” or “monodromy” surface defects. They have the distinguishing property that
operators with half-integral R + r have monodromy (−1) around such defects.
Recall from (2.66) that R + r is (half-)integral whenever h is (half-)integral. Therefore,
only operators that have half-integral h receive the monodromy (−1) around the twisted
defect. Thus, at the level of VOA, such defects will change the spin structure of S1ϕ from NS
to R, and they correspond to twisted, or “Ramond sector”, modules.
The above discussion is completely general and holds for arbitrary four-dimensional
N = 2 superconformal field theories: in such theories, all our twisted surface defects of
interest would sit at the end of the topological R-symmetry interface defined above. To fur-
ther specify the surface defect, one ought to provide more details on what exactly happens at
the boundary of the R-symmetry interface. Since our focus here is on Lagrangian theories,
we are going to provide more details for this case.
First, we note that for all fields in the vector multiplet, (−1)2(R+r) ≡ 1. Hence, the R-
symmetry interface is completely transparent and can be ignored for the vector multiplets.
However, for all fields in the hypermultiplet, the opposite is true, i.e. (−1)2(R+r) ≡ −1.
Notice that this is the same as the flavor symmetry interface for the hypermultiplets, which
performs the (−1) ∈ U(1)F ⊂ SU(2)F flavor symmetry transformation across the defect.
The “flavor monodromy” defects for free hypermultiplets were considered in [23], and indeed
were used there to define the spectral flow connecting the NS and R sectors in the β − γ
system. We thus see that for Lagrangian theories, our R-symmetry interface coincides with
the flavor interface of [23] for the transformation (−1) ∈ U(1)F . However, the two types
of defects are members of different families: while the defect of [23] admits a continuous
generalization to eiα ∈ U(1)F in the hypermultiplet theory, our R-symmetry defect is always
discrete but can be defined in an arbitrary N = 2 superconformal field theory.
We proceed to define the simplest monodromy surface defects in a Lagrangian theory.
Because the R-symmetry interface ending on them is not visible to vector multiplets, we
define the simplest surface defects to be invisible for vector multiplets as well. As for the
hypermultiplets, the detailed definition involving specifying the asymptotic behavior of all
fields at the defect location is given in Appendix D. Such a choice of asymptotic behavior
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breaks half of the supersymmetry, and in Appendix D we define the defects in a way that
preserves the following four supercharges
preserved supercharges: Q1−, S−1 , Q˜2−˙, S˜2−˙ , (2.68)
forming the su(1|1)`⊕ su(1|1)r subalgebra of su(2|1)`⊕ su(2|1)r. It can be interpreted as the
N = (2, 2) supersymmetry on S1ϕ × S1y .
Notice that the supercharges (2.68) are exactly the ones required for the chiral algebra
construction. In particular, this means that the QH is still preserved, and its cohomology
classes are still represented by twisted-translated Schur operators. The index in the presence
of a defect still counts Schur operators, albeit again in a slightly modified way. In Ap-
pendix D, we actually define two such simplest defects that correspond to the two Ramond
modules of the symplectic boson.17
3 Localization
In this section, we move towards applying supersymmetric localization to (Lagrangian) four-
dimensional N = 2 superconformal field theories, in order to derive the two-dimensional
chiral algebra action. We will explain certain crucial points along the way. Akin to [49], we
are localizing with respect to QH = Q 1 + Q 2. This corresponds to choosing the conformal
Killing spinor in (2.32) with constant spinors , , η and η explicitly given by
 =
(
−1
0
)
,  =
(
1
0
)
,
η =
(
0
1
)
, η =
(
0
1
)
.
(3.1)
17Recall that the symplectic boson, i.e. the weight- 12 β − γ system, has two distinct Ramond modules
that satisfy either β0|0〉 = 0 or γ0|0〉 = 0.
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Then, the conformal Killing spinors are written in terms of components as follows18
ξ1 =
(
−e i(τ+ϕ)2 − y2`+i(ζ−α) y` cos θ
2
−ie i(τ+ϕ)2 − y2`+i(ζ−α) y` sin θ
2
)
, ξ2 =
(
−ie i(τ−ϕ)2 + y2` sin θ
2
e
i(τ−ϕ)
2
+ y
2` cos θ
2
)
,
ξ1 =
(
e−
iτ
2
+ iϕ
2
− y
2` cos θ
2
−ie− iτ2 − y2`+ iϕ2 sin θ
2
)
, ξ2 =
(
ie−
i(τ+ϕ)
2
+ y
2`
−i(ζ−α) y
` sin θ
2
e−
i(τ+ϕ)
2
+ y
2`
−i(ζ−α) y
` cos θ
2
)
,
(3.2)
with their conformal cousins ξ′ and ξ
′
given by
ξ′1 = −
1
2`
(
ie
i(ϕ−τ)
2
− y
2` cos θ
2
e
i(ϕ−τ)
2
− y
2` sin θ
2
)
, ξ′2 =
1
2`
(
−e− i(τ+ϕ)2 + y2`−i(ζ−α) y` sin θ
2
ie−
i(τ+ϕ)
2
+ y
2`
−i(ζ−α) y
` cos θ
2
)
,
ξ
′
1 =
1
2`
(
ie
i(τ+ϕ)
2
− y
2`
+i(ζ−α) y
` cos θ
2
−e i(τ+ϕ)2 − y2`+i(ζ−α) y` sin θ
2
)
, ξ
′
2 =
1
2`
(
e
i(τ−ϕ)
2
+ y
2` sin θ
2
ie
i(τ−ϕ)
2
+ y
2` cos θ
2
)
.
(3.3)
As previously mentioned, in the following we will set
γ = 0 , ζ =
2piM
β
, and α =
2piN
β
, (3.4)
with generic M,N ∈ Z. This is the most general situation allowing for the full su(2|1)` ⊕
su(2|1)r to be preserved.
Finally, we will be required to introduce auxiliary spinors ξˇAˇ and ξˇAˇ such that the super-
charge QH closes off-shell for the hypermultiplets.19 Those auxiliary spinors are to satisfy
ξAξˇB − ξAξˇB = 0 , ξAξA + ξˇ
A
ξˇA = 0 ,
ξ
A
ξA + ξˇ
AξˇA = 0 , ξ
AσmξA + ξˇ
AσmξˇA = 0 ,
(3.5)
which fixes them up to an SL(2,C)-rotation. Indeed, we may use the remaining freedom to
18Recall that we work in the frame of equation (2.15), and with the gamma matrices in equation (A.3).
19Notice that here we identify the indices of the auxiliary fields and spinors with the SU(2)R ones. This
is consistent with the choice of twisted periodicity for the spinors given in equation (3.6) and (3.7).
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rotate them into the simple form20
ξˇA = 2` ξ
′
A , (3.6)
ξˇA = 2` ξ
′
A . (3.7)
3.1 Vector multiplets
The first step is to localize vector multiplets. Here, akin to [49], a crucial and non-trivial
observation is that the Yang-Mills action (2.35) is QH-exact on S3 × S1y – we refer to Ap-
pendix B for details. It thus immediately follows that the classical Yang-Mills action vanishes
on the localization locus (LL), i.e.
SYM
∣∣
LL
= 0 , (3.8)
and furthermore the LL itself is simply given by
Fµν = φ = DAB = 0 , and λA = λA = 0 . (3.9)
The latter follows from the fact that S3 × S1y has positive scalar curvature, and thus the
Dirac operator has no zero modes, hence there are no fermionic directions on the LL. We
conclude that the LL is simply given by solutions to Fµν = 0, that is flat connections on
S3 × S1y . On S3 × S1y , modulo gauge transformations, flat connections are parametrized by
the holonomy around S1y , valued in the maximal torus of the gauge group T ⊂ G. Therefore,
the path integral over vector multiplets localizes to an integral over T.
Some readers might find this concerning; the vector multiplets are known to produce a
small bc ghost system in the cohomology [9], so one naively expects to find the fermionic
zero modes on the localization locus. However, we just argued that there are none. This
has a simple explanation, which (due to its importance) we will discuss in the separate
subsection 3.2.
Let us proceed with the vector multiplet localization. Having dealt with the classical
20It might be tempting to follow the approach that works well for ellipsoids in [75,76], and choose ξˇA = cξA,
ξˇA = −c−1ξA on S3 × S1 as well, as was done e.g. in [42]. On S3 × S1 the constraints (3.5) imply c ∝ e−iτ ,
which is not a smooth function on S3. Such ξˇA and ξˇA would simply not be smooth sections of the
appropriate spinor bundles, even though the formalism requires them to be smooth. In fact, one can check
that choosing such auxiliary spinors would result in wrong BPS equations (meaning they would not have
naturally expected properties). On the other hand, the choice in (3.6)-(3.7) gives perfectly smooth auxiliary
spinors that produces correct BPS equations later in this section.
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piece, we now turn towards computing the one-loop determinant in the background of a flat
connection parametrized by the holonomy
u = eia ∈ T (3.10)
along the circle. Using the classical action SYM as a localizing deformation corresponds
to taking the weak-coupling limit gYM → 0. In this limit, the vector multiplet becomes
a free multiplet coupled to the background flat connection u. The corresponding one-loop
determinant is therefore the same as the one appearing in the localization computations of
superconformal indices for N = 2 Lagrangian theories (in the Schur limit). More precisely –
and to keep track of the more general fugacity structure – we can employ localization results
for N = 1 theories on S3×S1y [86,87]. In order to be allowed to use these results, we embed
our background into the one used in [87], which further requires turning on an additional
background holonomy to obtain the N = 2 fugacities from the N = 1 ones. We refer to
Appendix C for details on this procedure. The vector multiplet localization results in
1
|W|
∫
T
du
2piiu
∆1(u)Zvec(u)
∫
DH e−Smat[H,u] , (3.11)
where |W| is the order of the Weyl group, DH denotes the path integral over the hyper-
multiplet fields in the background of a flat connection u ∈ T, the factor ∆1(u) combines the
Vandermonde determinant with part of the Faddeev-Popov determinant, following [87],
∆1(u) =
∏
α∈∆\{0}
(1− uα) =
∏
α∈∆+
(1− uα)(1− u−α) , (3.12)
and the one-loop determinant Zvec(u) is given in (C.50) (it can of course also be read off
from the Schur index in the existing literature [46,47,86–93])21
Zvec(u) = q
`E0Iv , (3.13)
where
Iv =
∏
α∈∆
(quα; q)2 = (q; q)2rG
∏
α∈∆+
(quα; q)2(qu−α; q)2 , (3.14)
21The notation here is standard, and we refer to Appendix C for more details.
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the nome is q = e−β(1+iζ), and E0 is the Casimir energy given by [13,87,94,95]
`E0 =
∑
α∈∆+
〈α, a〉2 + dimG
12
. (3.15)
As we will see, the first (holonomy-dependent) term in (3.15) will cancel in conformal
theories against the similar one in the Casimir energy for the hypermultiplets. One can check
that the surviving part of E0, together with the index Iv, is reproduced by the path integral
of a small bc ghost system (of weights (hb, hc) = (1, 0)) on a torus S
1
ϕ × S1y
q
1
12
dimG
∏
α∈∆
(quα; q)2
=
∫
DbDc δ
(∫
b(ϕ, y)dϕ
)
δ
(∫
c(ϕ, y)dϕ
)
e
−Tr ∫
S1ϕ×S1y dϕdy b(∂w−i
a
2β )c .
(3.16)
Here, the fields b and c are periodic fermions on S1ϕ × S1y valued in the adjoint of the gauge
group G and coupled to the holonomy a (c.f. (3.10)). The delta-functions in (3.16) kill
modes that ought to be eliminated in a small bc ghost system, known to correspond to
the four-dimensional N = 2 vector multiplets. This is quite different from the ordinary
bc system (e.g. encountered in string theory), where one simply saturates zero modes by
local insertions of b and c (one for each zero mode). On the contrary, for the small bc ghost
system, we have to perform a non-local operation of killing all ϕ-independent modes. To
understand the origin of this prescription, recall that the Hilbert space H0 of the small bc
system is defined as a subspace of Hbc without the c0 zero mode,
H0 = {ψ ∈ Hbc|b0ψ = 0} . (3.17)
Correlation functions on the torus (including the vacuum character) are then defined through
〈O1 . . .On〉 = TrH0
(
(−1)F qL0Ôn(ϕn, yn) . . . Ô1(ϕ1, y1)
)
= TrH0
(
(−1)F e−(β`−yn)ĤÔn(ϕn)e−(yn−yn−1)Ĥ . . . e−(y2−y1)ĤÔ1(ϕ1)e−y1Ĥ
)
,
(3.18)
where we have assumed the ordering 0 < y1 < y2 < · · · < yn < β`, and Ĥ = E` generates
translations in the y direction. In this equation, we treat the y coordinate as time, Ôk(ϕk)
are the Schro¨dinger picture local operators, and Ôk(ϕk, yk) = eykĤÔk(ϕk)e−ykĤ are the
Heisenberg picture local operators acting on the Hilbert space H0. The operators Ôk(ϕk)
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are constructed from the modes of
b̂(ϕ) =
∑
m6=0
b̂me
−imϕ ,
ĉ(ϕ) =
∑
m6=0
ĉme
−imϕ ,
(3.19)
which are fields of the small bc system quantized on the y = const slice. Using standard
arguments to obtain the path integral representation of correlators, these b̂(ϕ) and ĉ(ϕ)
correspond to fermionic fields b(ϕ, y) and c(ϕ, y) that have no m = 0 (i.e. ϕ-independent)
modes in their Fourier expansions. These are precisely the modes eliminated by the delta-
functions in (3.16). This derivation also shows that correlation functions in (3.16) ought
to be inserted at separate “times” yi in order for the path integral representation to make
sense. The final answer is of course going to be meromorphic in wk =
yk
`
+ iϕk, which allows
extending correlators outside the regime where the path integral (3.16) makes sense (i.e.
some yk and yn may coincide in the final formula as long as ϕk and ϕn are distinct).
Before moving to other computations, we should add a word of caution. Notice that the
determinant ∆1(u) can be written as
∆1(u) ∼
∏
α∈∆\{0}
〈α, a〉
∏
α∈∆
sin 〈α,a〉
2
〈α,a〉
2
= J (a)∆0(a) , (3.20)
where J (a) is the usual Vandermonde and ∆0(a) is a part of the Faddeev-Popov determinant
that is also equal to the standard Haar measure on the Lie group. This ∆0(a) is equal to the
determinant of the one-dimensional analog of the bc system, and can provide the “missing”
zero modes in the two-dimensional small bc system. Therefore, we find an alternative path
integral representation, at least for the partition function,
Z =
1
|W|
∫
T
du
2piiu
J (a)
∫
D′bD′c e−Tr
∫
S1ϕ×S1y dϕdy b(∂w−i
a
2β )c
∫
DH e−Smat[H,u] , (3.21)
where primes on the bc measure mean that we simply drop the zero modes having m = n = 0.
This version of the bc action can be interpreted as arising from the gauge fixing in two
dimensions (after we localize hypermultiplets in the next section), with the absence of zero
modes meaning that constant gauge transformations are not summed over. However, if we
start computing correlation functions with this formula, we will find that it produces the
wrong Green’s function for the small bc system, because this formula contains modes that
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do not act on the small bc system Hilbert space H0. On the other hand, (3.16) gives the
right propagator, as we will see.
Yet, if we use the path integral in (3.21) to compute correlators of operators containing
only derivatives of the c ghost and not c itself (as appropriate in the small bc system),
and furthermore only focus on gauge-invariant operators, not minding what (not gauge-
invariant) Green’s function 〈b(0)∇wc(w)〉 we use in the process, we will find that (3.21)
reproduces the correct correlation functions as well, with all the unwanted pieces canceling.
Despite this, and to avoid possible confusion, we will stick to the version (3.16) in this work,
as it manifestly describes the small bc system by eliminating all the unnecessary modes.
The computation in (3.16) is merely a check of the statement about the small bc system;
essentially we guess the action that reproduces the correct partition function and check
that it indeed corresponds to the small bc system. Since our localization locus does not
involve gaugini zero modes, we cannot obtain the bc action directly from the vector multiplet
localization. Nevertheless, the two-dimensional action in (3.16) is the correct one to compute
correlators of Schur operators containing gaugini. We now pause to elaborate on this point
in more detail.
3.2 More on the bc action
It is well-known from [9], that certain components of the four-dimensional gaugini become
fields of the small bc ghost system in the chiral algebra. In fact, the computation we per-
formed in (3.16) confirms this statement. In particular, for free N = 2 vector multiplets, one
exactly obtains the small bc ghost system. However, if we look closer at the vector multiplet
– either in flat space or on S3 × S1 – and check how QH or Q i act on the corresponding
fermions, we discover the following curious fact. For example, in flat space, using notations
similar to those in [9], we find:
{
Q 1, u
A(z)λA+(z, z)
}
= uA(z)uB(z)DAB ,
{
Q 2, u
A(z)λA+(z, z)
}
= 0 ,{
Q 2, u
A(z)λA+(z, z)
}
= uA(z)uB(z)DAB ,
{
Q 1, u
A(z)λA+(z, z)
}
= 0 ,
(3.22)
where uA = (1, z). Thus, the right-hand sides are not all vanishing, and in particu-
lar, the cohomology of Q 1 only contains u
A(z)λA+(z, z), the cohomology of Q 2 only con-
tains uA(z)λA+(z, z), the cohomology of QH = Q 1 + Q 2 only contains the combination
uA(z)λA+(z, z) − uA(z)λA+(z, z), while the simultaneous cohomology of Q 1 and Q 2 appears
to be empty. All these statements might look surprising, because from [9] we could expect
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that either of these four cohomologies would give the small two-dimensional bc ghost system.
Of course, we know the resolution: on-shell, auxiliary fields vanish for free vector mul-
tiplets, i.e. DAB = 0, so the four cohomology theories mentioned above indeed coincide.
Therefore, the bc ghosts indeed appear in the cohomology on-shell. For interacting systems,
DAB is no longer zero on-shell, instead, it equals the hyper-Ka¨hler moment map describing
the D-term potential for hypermultiplets, and proper identification of observables in the co-
homology involves the BRST reduction procedure as pointed out in [9]. The final answer is
again the same for either QH , Q i or the simultaneous cohomology.
Both free and interacting systems, however, share the same property: in order to obtain
the correct contribution of vector multiplets to the Q-cohomology of local operators, we need
to go on-shell in the vector multiplet, i.e., integrate out auxiliary fields.
To be more precise, part of it may appear off-shell if we consider the cohomology of
a single supercharge, which is what we do in the ordinary localization anyways. Note how
uA(z)λA+(z, z) survives in the off-shell Q 1 cohomology, u
A(z)λA+(z, z) belongs to the off-shell
Q 2 cohomology, and their difference belongs to the off-shell QH cohomology. This brings
about another subtle point: the identification of the vector multiplet contribution as a small
bc system is not unique and depends on the supercharge with respect to which we compute
the cohomology. In fact, the cohomology is computed by the spectral sequence, where the
zeroth page – the zeroth order in gYM – identifies the gauge and matter contributions as
β − γ and small bc ghosts, while the exact answer is interpreted as the BRST cohomology
of the zeroth page. This seems to be a universal phenomenon in gauge theories, which also
takes place in two-dimensional N = (0, 2) models [96] (see also [97,98] for more applications
in two-dimensional theories with N = (0, 4) and N = (0, 2) supersymmetry).
What we point out here is that the choice of the supercharge – whether it be one of
the Q i’s or QH – determines how we identify the small bc ghosts in terms of gaugini at the
zeroth page. The ghost that is found in the off-shell cohomology is always ∂c. Namely,
for the Q 2 cohomology, we identify [u
A(z)λA+(z, z)] = ∂c, – which was the choice made
in [9] – for the Q 1 cohomology, it is [u
A(z)λA+(z, z)] = ∂c, while for the QH-cohomology
we claim [uA(z)λA+(z, z)− uA(z)λA+(z, z)] = ∂c. Since these combinations are in the exact
cohomology of the four-dimensional theory, they should survive the BRST reduction. The
latter plays well with the fact that in the ordinary bc system, one has
{QB, ∂cA} ∝ fABCcB∂cC , (3.23)
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where fABC are gauge structure constants, so that in the small bc system, where c without
derivatives is thrown away, we simply have {QB, ∂c} = 0.
Let us now return to the localization computation. Going on-shell is completely harmless
from the vantage point of the abstract OPE approach taken in [9], but poses a fundamental
challenge for the localization arguments. Indeed, in order for the localization to work, the
supercharge QH (with respect to which we localize) must be realized off-shell, which in the
standard approach only allows to compute correlators of observables that are QH-closed
off-shell. However, it was observed in [42] that in some cases it is possible to modify the
supersymmetric localization principle to include observables that are supersymmetric on-
shell. To do so, one has to supplement the localizing deformation exp(−t{QH , V }) (with
t→∞) by the appropriate scaling of observables that are only QH-closed on-shell. Namely,
each insertion of uAλA+ and u
AλA+ should come with an extra factor of
√
t. This small
modification makes the path-integral again independent of the parameter t, and thus allows
for taking the localization limit t→∞. In this limit, after integrating out the bosonic fields,
fermions are effectively controlled by the quadratic action. Thus, to compute correlators,
one simply needs to know the Green’s function and perform Wick contractions.
The latter point implies that if we can find a quadratic two-dimensional action that both
reproduces the correct partition function and the expected Green’s function, we have the
complete answer. It turns out that the action in (3.16) has precisely this property; later we
will compute its Green’s function, and it will match the Green’s function obtained in [42]
from the four-dimensional computation.
3.3 Hypermultiplets and the gauged β − γ system
Let us now turn towards the localization of hypermultiplets. We expect to reproduce the
β − γ action from the four-dimensional hypermultiplet action evaluated on the localization
locus. This type of analysis (but for a different supercharge) has first appeared in [99] for
theories on S4. In a context closer to the current paper, a similar computation in three-
dimensional N = 4 theories on S3 was performed in [49]. Subsequently, it was repeated
in [28] for free hypermultiplets on S4, where it was found that they indeed localize to the
β − γ system on S2 ⊂ S4.
We expect that the resulting two-dimensional action on S1ϕ×S1y will be written in terms of
fields in the QH-cohomology of the hypermultiplet. With a certain convenient normalization,
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they are given by
ZI(ϕ, y) =
√
` e−iζ
y
2`
+iα y
2`
+ y
2`
−iϕ
2
(
q1I + iq2Ie
iζ y
`
−iα y
`
− y
`
+iϕ
) ∣∣∣
θ=pi/2
, (3.24)
inserted anywhere on the torus located at θ = pi/2.
In the following, we again keep α = 2piN/β and ζ = 2piM/β with integral N and M ,
such that the supercharge QH is conserved. Furthermore, we close our supercharge QH
off-shell: the hypermultiplet action (2.36) preserves off-shell supersymmetry QH , given that
the equations for the auxiliary spinors ξˇA and ξˇA in (3.5) are satisfied; the solutions are
given in (3.6) and (3.7). It is straightforward to check the off-shell closure of QH , i.e.
that the hypermultiplet supersymmetry transformations (2.40) square into a sum of bosonic
symmetries off-shell [75],
Q2qA = iv
mDmqA + iΦqA + wqA + ΘABq
B , (3.25)
Q2ψ = ivmDmψ + iΦψ +
3
2
wψ −Θψ + i
4
σklψDkvl , (3.26)
Q2ψ = ivmDmψ + iΦψ +
3
2
wψ + Θψ +
i
4
σklψDkvl , (3.27)
Q2FA = iv
mDmFA + iΦFA + 2wFA + ΘˇABF
B , (3.28)
where for Q = QH , we explicitly find that
vmdx
m = 4i cos2 θ
(
`dτ +
ζ
`
dy
)
, w = 0 ,
Φ = 4i cos θe−iτ−iζ
y
`
−iα y
`
(
φ e2iα
y
` − φ e2iτ+2iζ y`
)
, Θ =
2i
`
,
ΘˇAB = − 4α
`
(
ieiζ
y
`
−iα y
`
− y
`
+iϕ sin θ 1
1 −ieiα y`−iζ y`+ y`−iϕ sin θ
)
, ΘAB = 0 .
(3.29)
To localize the hypermultiplets, we use the canonical localizing deformation QHV , where
V =
∑
α,I
ψαI(QHψαI)∗ +
∑
α˙,I
ψ
α˙
I(QHψα˙I)∗ . (3.30)
It has no fermionic zero modes (which is expected because the QH-cohomology of a hyper-
multiplet is purely bosonic). The bosonic zero modes – i.e. the localization locus – are
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determined by the BPS equations QHψ = QHψ = 0, which explicitly read
0 = 2σµξADµqAI + σµDµξAqAI − 4iξAφqAI + 2ξˇAFAI , (3.31)
0 = 2σµξADµqAI + σµDµξAqAI − 4iξAφqAI + 2ξˇAFAI , (3.32)
where the covariant derivatives act on the hypermultiplet scalars as follows
DµqAI = ∂µqAI − i(Aµ)IJqAJ + iV BAqBI , (3.33)
with V AB the SU(2)R background gauge field, and (Aµ)I
J a dynamical gauge field in the
vector multiplet (of course one can also couple to background vector multiplet, which then
induces a “flavor-fugacity” and/or mass for the hypermultiplet).
For our purposes, it is enough to localize hypermultiplets in a background of localized
vector multiplets. From the previous subsection we know that all the vector multiplet fields
vanish in such a background, except for the component Ay which takes on constant values
parametrizing flat connections on S3 × S1y . At this point of the computation, there is no
distinction between the gauge and flavor background holonomies, but of course at the end
we will integrate over the former but not over the latter. So, with the normalization as
in (3.10), we have
A =
a
β`
dy , with a ∈ t = LieT . (3.34)
Furthermore, due to α being non-zero, there is a non-vanishing R-symmetry holonomy, given
by
V BA =
α
2`
dy (τ3)
B
A , with α =
2piN
β
. (3.35)
Note that only the Dy component of the covariant derivative in (3.33) acting on qAI
involves such holonomies, while the other derivatives can be (and are) replaced by the usual
partial derivative ∂µ in what follows. We can solve the BPS-equations for the auxiliary fields
and upon substituting back into the equations, we obtain
∂τqAI = 0 , (3.36)
which effectively compactifies fields in the τ direction: τ -independent configurations are
described by fields on D2 × S1y , where D2 is parametrized by (θ, ϕ).
Now, to proceed, we impose the reality conditions on F and q as given in (2.41). With
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these conditions, the remaining BPS equations become(
1
cos θ
∂θ − i
sin θ
∂ϕ
)(
e+
y
2` q1I
)
= ieiϕ+
i(ζ−α)y
` (`Dy − ζ∂ϕ)
(
e−
y
2` q2I
)
, (3.37)(
1
cos θ
∂θ +
i
sin θ
∂ϕ
)(
e−
y
2` q2I
)
= ie−iϕ−
i(ζ−α)y
` (`Dy − ζ∂ϕ)
(
e
y
2` q1I
)
. (3.38)
Additionally, we get expressions for the auxiliary fields FAI in terms of qAI given as solutions
of the partial differential equations (3.37) and (3.38),
FAI =
i
2`
(2 tan θ ∂θ + 1) qAI . (3.39)
To simplify (3.37) and (3.38), it is useful to introduce complex coordinates (v, v) on the
(θ, ϕ)-disk, which undergo a twist as we move along the y direction
v = sin θ ei(ϕ+ζ
y
` ) . (3.40)
In terms of this coordinate, the BPS equations take the more suggestive form:
∂v
(
e+
y
2` q1I
)
=
i
2
e−
iαy
` `Dy
(
e−
y
2` q2I
)
, (3.41)
∂v
(
e−
y
2` q2I
)
=
i
2
e
iαy
` `Dy
(
e
y
2` q1I
)
. (3.42)
To solve these equations, let us expand the fields qAI in terms of Fourier modes of y (taking
into account the twisted sector periodicity)
q1I =
∑
n∈Z
a+I,n(v, v)e
2piiny
β`
− y
2` , (3.43)
i q2I =
∑
n∈Z
a−I,n(v, v)e
2piiny
β`
+ y
2` . (3.44)
This separates the variables v, v from y, and including the background gauge holonomy a
and the R-symmetry holonomy α = 2piN/β, we obtain the following equations for the modes
∂va
+
I,n = +
i
2
(
2pi(n+N)
β
− a
β
)
a−I,n+N , (3.45)
∂va
−
I,n+N = −
i
2
(
2pin
β
− a
β
)
a+I,n . (3.46)
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For ease of notation, let us define
σn ≡ 2pin
β
− a
β
. (3.47)
Solutions to these equations that are regular on the disk D2 take the following form
a+I,n(v, v) =
∑
m∈Z
ixm,nI
√
σn+N
σn
Im(
√
σnσn+N sin θ)e
im(ϕ+ζ y` ) , (3.48)
a−I,n+N(v, v) =
∑
m∈Z
xm+1,nI Im(
√
σnσn+N sin θ)e
im(ϕ+ζ y` ) , (3.49)
where Im are modified Bessel functions, and x
m,n
I are complex constants. Inserting them
back into the Fourier series, we find the following most general smooth solution on D2 × S1y
in the form of a double Fourier series on S1ϕ × S1y
q1I =
∑
n,m∈Z
ixm,nI
√
σn+N
σn
Im(
√
σnσn+N sin θ)e
im(ϕ+ζ y` )+
2piiny
β`
− y
2` , (3.50)
i q2I =
∑
n,m∈Z
xm+1,n−NI Im(
√
σn−Nσn sin θ)e
im(ϕ+ζ y` )+
2piiny
β`
+ y
2` . (3.51)
We can plug this into the definition of the two-dimensional fields (3.24) to find that at the
boundary θ = pi/2 of D2 × S1y we obtain
ZI(ϕ, y) =
√
`e−
i(ζ−α)y
2`
− i
2
ϕ
∑
n,m∈Z
xm,nI
(
Im−1(
√
σnσn+N) + i
√
σn+N
σn
Im(
√
σnσn+N)
)
× eim(ϕ+ζ y` )+ 2piinyβ` . (3.52)
This expression immediately implies that all the modes xm,nI are encoded in the two-dimensional
fields ZI living on S1ϕ×S1y . In other words, regular solutions to the BPS equations – i.e. the
localization locus – are indeed parametrized by fields on the torus (symplectic bosons, as we
will see soon). The above equation also shows that the symplectic bosons ZI are naturally
anti-periodic in the ϕ direction, while the periodicity in the y direction is determined by
ζ − α = 2pi(M − N)/β: they are periodic for M − N ≡ 0 mod 2 and anti-periodic for
M −N ≡ 1 mod 2.
Now, let us turn to the hypermultiplet action (2.36), and evaluate it on the localization
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locus. At the saddle point we have the following bosonic action
Smat
∣∣∣
BPS
=
∫
S3×S1
[
1
2
DµqAIDµqAI + 1
2`2
qAIqAI − 1
2
FAIFAI
]
volS3×S1 , (3.53)
where we integrate over the whole spacetime S3×S1, with volS3×S1 = `3 sin θ cos θ dθdϕdτdy.
Now, using τ -invariance and the expression for FAI , we can rewrite this as
Smat
∣∣∣
BPS
= −
[∫ 2pi
0
`dτ
] ∫
S1y×D2
(∇aΦa) volS1y×D2 , (3.54)
where we defined
Φa =
1√
SS
abcd
(
ξAσbξA
) (
ξBσcξC
)
qBIDdqCI − 2i
√
S
S
(
ξ′AσaξB
)
qAIq
BI , (3.55)
and S1y × D2 is the space parametrized by (y, θ, ϕ), with volS1y×D2 = `2 sin θ dydθdϕ. Fur-
thermore, we defined the quantities S and S as follows
S = ξAξA = −2eiτ cos θ , S = ξAξA = −2e−iτ cos θ . (3.56)
Hence, we apply Stokes’ theorem and find that the now three-dimensional action further
reduces to a two-dimensional action on the boundary torus ∂(S1y ×D2) = S1y × S1ϕ,
Smat
∣∣∣
BPS
= −2pi`2
∫
S1y×S1ϕ
Φ · dS , (3.57)
where dS is along the normal (i.e. along the frame e1 =
1
`
∂
∂θ
) of the surface S1y × S1ϕ . We
now define the elementary fields ZI in the QH-cohomology as in (3.24). With this definition
we can write the remaining action on torus as
Smat
∣∣∣
BPS
= 4pii
∫
S1y×S1ϕ
dϕdy εIJZI∇wZJ
= 4pii`
∫
S1y×S1ϕ
d2w εIJZI∇wZJ ,
(3.58)
where
∇w = i
2
(1 + iζ) ∂ϕ +
`
2
Dy = ∂w − i a
2β
, (3.59)
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and we used the complex coordinates (w,w) on the torus previously introduced in (2.63):
w =
y
`
+ i
(
ϕ+ ζ
y
`
)
, w =
y
`
− i
(
ϕ+ ζ
y
`
)
. (3.60)
Notice that the induced two-dimensional metric on S1y × S1ϕ is given by
ds22 = `
2
[
dφ2 +
2ζ
`
dφdy +
1
`2
(
1 + ζ2
)
dy2
]
= `2dwdw , (3.61)
where ζ can be identified as the complex structure parameter of the torus.
If we replace S1y by a line, w,w turn into coordinates on the cylinder and – as previously
mentioned – we can conformally map it to the plane via (assume ζ = 0)
z = ew , z = ew , (3.62)
so the fields transform as
ZI =
√
zẐI , (3.63)
and the action (assuming a = 0) becomes ∝ ∫ d2z εIJ ẐI∂zẐJ , i.e. the symplectic boson
on the plane. In this paper, however, we are mostly interested in the case when the two-
dimensional theory lives on the torus.
The symplectic boson theory is of course a special case of the β − γ system, where both
fields are of conformal dimension 1/2. Separating ZI into γ and β requires a choice of
Lagrangian splitting of the representation space of half-hypermultiplets. In general, there is
no preferred one. However, in the case of full hypermultiplets, the representation of half-
hypermultiplets is of the form R ∼= R⊕R, where Z1 ∈ R and Z2 ∈ R. In that case, we can
simply choose
γ = Z1 , β = Z2 , (3.64)
and the action becomes 8pii`
∫
d2w β∇wγ, i.e. the standard action of the β−γ system. How-
ever, because general superconformal field theories may also contain half-hypermultiplets,
we will keep the action in the more general form of equation (3.58).
3.3.1 One-Loop Determinant
To complete the localization, we now need to determine the one-loop determinant Zmat for
small fluctuations around the BPS locus. In general, the one-loop determinant might depend
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on all parameters of the localization locus, which in our case are the holonomy u and the
symplectic bosons ZI(w,w). As it is easy to see in our problem, the quadratic action for
small fluctuations of the hypermultiplet fields around the LL actually does not depend on
ZI(w,w). Unlike the vector multiplet case, the supersymmetry variation QHψ is linear in
the hypermultiplet fields, and hence the canonical localizing term |QHψ|2 + . . . is purely
quadratic in the hypermultiplet fields, implying that the one-loop determinant can only
depend on u.
To find Zmat(u), we are going to utilize the fact that the four-dimensional hypermultiplet
action is already quadratic after localizing the vector multiplet part. Therefore, we can
compute the four-dimensional hypermultiplet path integral exactly, and equate it with the
localization computation result for the hypermultiplet. In other words, we have the following
relation:
Zmat(u)
∫
DZI e−4pii`
∫
S1y×S1ϕ d
2w εIJZI∇wZJ =
∫
DH e−Smat[H,u] . (3.65)
So to find Zmat(u), we simply have to compute the quadratic path integrals on the two sides
of the equality and take their ratio.
The right hand side of (3.65) describes a free hypermultiplet on S3 × S1y coupled to the
background G-holonomy u and a possible (R+r) holonomy α = 2piN/β. For N = 0 mod 2,
this is nothing but the flavored Schur index of a free hypermultiplet. Again referring to
Appendix C for a review of localization results in four dimensions, it is given by,
N = 0 mod 2 :
(3.65) = q
dimR
48
− 1
4
∑
w∈R〈w,a〉2
∏
w∈R
1[(√
quw; q
) (√
qu−w; q
)]1/2 , q = e−β(1+iζ) , (3.66)
where R is the total representation of half-hypermultiplets (including the full hypermulti-
plets). With N = 1 mod 2, we have an extra insertion of (−1)2(R+r), which does not affect
the Casimir energy, but slightly modifies the Schur index of a hypermultiplet. Namely, the
“single-letters” have (−1)2(R+r) = −1, and so their contributions become −√q instead of the
usual
√
q. Thus, the answer reads
N = 1 mod 2 :
(3.65) = q
dimR
48
− 1
4
∑
w∈R〈w,a〉2
∏
w∈R
1[(−√quw; q) (−√qu−w; q)]1/2 , (3.67)
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with q = e−β(1+iζ).
On the other hand, the two-dimensional symplectic boson path integral on S1ϕ × S1y –
anti-periodic in ϕ and either periodic or anti-periodic in y – can be easily evaluated,
Periodic in y:∫
DZI e−4pii`
∫
S1y×S1ϕ d
2w εIJZI∇wZJ = q
dimR
48
∏
w∈R
1[(√
quw; q
) (√
qu−w; q
)]1/2 , (3.68)
Anti-periodic in y:∫
DZI e−4pii`
∫
S1y×S1ϕ d
2w εIJZI∇wZJ = q
dimR
48
∏
w∈R
1[(−√quw; q) (−√qu−w; q)]1/2 . (3.69)
Matching this to the two expressions for Schur indices given above, implies that Zmat(u) only
receives contributions from the difference of Casimir energies in four and two dimensions,
Zmat(u) = q
− 1
4
∑
w∈R〈w,a〉2 . (3.70)
For a superconformal field theory (without flavor fugacities), this part of the Casimir term
cancels against the similar one in the vector multiplet path integral. Namely, the a-dependent
piece in (3.15) (which also did not cancel there) combines with what we have found here into
∑
α∈∆+
〈α, a〉2 − 1
4
∑
w∈R
〈w, a〉2 = 1
2
(
C(adj)− 1
2
C(R)
)
Tr a2 , (3.71)
where C(. . . ) denotes the index of the corresponding representation. The expression in
parentheses is precisely the coefficient of the beta-function (for each simple gauge factor Gi)
that vanishes in the superconformal field theory. One can also check that for each Gi,
2C(adj)− C(R) = 2h∨(Gi)−
∑
x
C(Ri,x)
∏
j 6=i
dim Rj,x −
∑
y
2C(Ri,y)
∏
j 6=i
dimRj,y = 0 ,
(3.72)
according to (2.42).
So in the end we find that in the absence of flavor fugacities, the one-loop determinants
do not produce any additional factors, and the four-dimensional theory localizes precisely to
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the two-dimensional theory of gauged symplectic bosons∫
DV DHe−S[V,H] =
1
|W|
∫
T
du
2piiu
∆1(u)
∫
DZIDbDc δ
(∫
b(ϕ, y)dϕ
)
δ
(∫
c(ϕ, y)dϕ
)
e−S2d , (3.73)
where V , H denote the four-dimensional vector and hypermultiplets, and with the two-
dimensional action given by
S2d = Tr
∫
S1y×S1ϕ
dydϕ b
(
∂w − i a
2β
)
c+ 4pii
∫
S1y×S1ϕ
dydϕ εIJZI∇wZJ , (3.74)
with
∇w = ∂w − i a
2β
, (3.75)
and where one integrates u = eia over the maximal torus T ⊂ G. Furthermore, changing
periodicity of symplectic bosons along S1y corresponds to the insertion of (−1)2(R+r) in the
Schur index.
If we turn on flavor fugacities, i.e. treat some components of a as vevs af of the back-
ground vector multiplets, then Zmat(u) does not fully cancel against the vector multiplet
contribution. In this case, there is a leftover factor producing a mismatch between the left
and right hand sides of (3.73) given by the “flavor Casimir term”,
Z fCas(q, af ) = q
− 1
4
∑
wf∈Rf 〈wf ,af 〉
2
, (3.76)
where the summation is over weights of the flavor group representation.
The correlation functions of general BRST-closed observables (built from the ZI and
bc ghosts) can now be computed using the two-dimensional Gaussian path integral (3.73)-
(3.74), which is the final output of our localization computation in the absence of surface
defects. They capture the full chiral algebra of the four-dimensional N = 2 superconformal
field theory.
Let us now also briefly discuss the Casimir energy in the presence of the deformations in
terms of the integers M and N . The way we have introduced those deformations as special
values of the more general fugacities ζ and α (see equation (2.44)), one would naively expect
that the corresponding Casimir energy is simply obtained by evaluating the expressions of
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the N = 2 Casimir energy in terms of ζ and α in equations (C.48) at those special val-
ues. However, recalling the definition of the (scheme-independent) supersymmetric Casimir
energy as [95]
Esusy = − lim
β→∞
d
dβ
ZS3×S1β , (3.77)
we observe that M and N cannot contribute to it, as the special values of ζ and α in
equation (2.44) are explicitly β-dependent.
Alternatively, we may apply a result of [92], which relates the supersymmetric Casimir
energy,22
Esusy = 〈Hsusy〉 , (3.78)
where Hsusy is the supersymmetric Hamiltonian in the one-dimensional quantum mechanics,
for N = 1 theories on S3 × S1, to a special limit of the “single letters” of the index, where
one explicitly employs the “supersymmetric” regularization scheme. However, as discussed
above, the Schur index and thus its single-letters are unaffected by the inclusion of M and
N , and thus neither is the Casimir energy.
3.3.2 Inclusion of the R-symmetry defect
Let us now see how the analysis changes in the presence of a surface defect that creates the
(−1)2(R+r) monodromy. Recall that the defect is located at θ = 0, stretching in the τ and
y directions, making all the hypermultiplet fields anti-periodic in the ϕ coordinate. All the
analysis above up to (and including) the equations (3.45)-(3.46) holds without changes. The
next step – the Fourier expansion of a±I,n as a function of ϕ – is modified since now we have
to expand in half-integral modes. As a result, the general solution, if we require q11 ∼ θ1/2
and q21 ∼ θ−1/2 at θ = 0, is
a+I,n(v, v) =
∑
m∈Z
ixm,nI
√
σn+N
σn
I|m+ 1
2
|(
√
σnσn+N sin θ)e
i(m+ 12)(ϕ+ζ
y
` ) , (3.79)
a−I,n+N(v, v) = x
0,n
I I− 12 (
√
σnσn+N sin θ)e
− i
2(ϕ+ζ
y
` )
+
∑
m∈Z
m6=0
xm,nI I|m− 12 |(
√
σnσn+N sin θ)e
i(m− 12)(ϕ+ζ y` ) . (3.80)
22Notice that, given a particular “supersymmetric” regularization scheme, it was shown in [95], that the
two definitions (3.77) and (3.78) are in fact equivalent.
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Similarly, if we require q11 ∼ θ−1/2 and q21 ∼ θ1/2 at θ = 0, we find the following solution,
a+I,n(v, v) = i x
0,n
I
√
σn+N
σn
I− 1
2
(
√
σnσn+N sin θ)e
i
2(ϕ+ζ
y
` )
+
∑
m∈Z
m6=0
ixm,nI
√
σn+N
σn
I|m+ 1
2
|(
√
σnσn+N sin θ)e
i(m+ 12)(ϕ+ζ
y
` ) , (3.81)
a−I,n+N(v, v) =
∑
m∈Z
xm,nI I|m− 12 |(
√
σnσn+N sin θ)e
i(m− 12)(ϕ+ζ y` ) . (3.82)
Using equations (3.43)-(3.44) and the definition of ZI , we find that ZI are now periodic in ϕ
and take the form
ZI = e
iαy
2`
∑
m,n∈Z
xm,nI (. . . )e
im(ϕ+ζ y` )+
2piiny
β` , (3.83)
while previously they were anti-periodic in ϕ. Here (. . . ) is the combination of modi-
fied Bessel functions similar to that appearing in (3.52); it depends on which of the two
cases, (3.79)-(3.80) or (3.81)-(3.82), we consider, and its precise form is not important. The
four-dimensional action reduces to the same two-dimensional action (3.74) as before, but
now with ZI periodic in ϕ.
The one-loop determinant for hypermultiplets Zmat(u) might of course be modified by
the defect.23 We are going to determine this indirectly now. Similar to the previous case, the
path integral answer factorizes into an “index” part that counts operators and a “Casimir”
part encoding the vacuum properties:
Zmat(u)
∫
DZIe−4pii`
∫
S1ϕ×S1y d
2w εIJZI∇wZJ =
∫
DHe−Smat[H,u] = ZCas(q, u)I(q, u) , (3.84)
where in our notation, we drop the dependence on q = e−β(1+iζ) on the left.
The index I still counts Schur operators, simply because QH is conserved. However,
the state-operator correspondence is slightly modified in the presence of a defect: the E
quantum number of a Schur state receives a ±1
2
shift compared to the E quantum number
of the corresponding Schur operator (this is related to the shift of angular momentum in the
presence of a defect, as mentioned in [23]). One way to understand this is by going back to
flat space. Namely, we again replace S3 × S1y with S3 × R and Weyl transform the latter
cylinder to the R4 = Cz1 ×Cz2 , with the chiral algebra plane being Cz1 ×{0} and the defect
supported at {0}×Cz2 . Usually, to construct states in the radial quantization Hilbert space
23Recall that the vector multiplets are not affected, as the defect is defined to be invisible for them.
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HS3 , we bring operators to the origin of R4 and observe what states they create in HS3 :
O → |O〉 = O(0)|0〉 , where |0〉 is the no-defect vacuum. (3.85)
Because our defect is defined to be invisible for vector multiplets, this procedure is not
modified for the Schur operators built out of gaugini. However, the free hypermultiplet
Schur operators,24 which are q11, q12, and their D++˙ derivatives, do feel the presence of a
defect. Namely, for the two versions of the defect, they behave as (suppose we move them
towards the origin along the w = 0 plane)
Version I: q11(z1, z1)|0〉D ∼
√
r|q11〉D +O(r3/2) , (3.86)
q12(z1, z1)|0〉D ∼ 1√
r
|q12〉D +O(r1/2) , (3.87)
Version II: q11(z1, z1)|0〉D ∼ 1√
r
|q11〉D +O(r1/2) , (3.88)
q12(z1, z1)|0〉D ∼
√
r|q12〉D +O(r3/2) , (3.89)
where |0〉D is the defect vacuum, and r = |z1| denotes the distance to the origin. Here |q11〉D
and |q12〉D denote the corresponding Schur states in the radial quantization Hilbert space
with the defect. These are the states counted by the Schur index. Explicit factors of r±1/2
show that conformal dimensions (eigenvalues of E) of such states are shifted compared to
those of the operators by ±1
2
. The R-charges are of course not modified, so this shift is
straightforwardly incorporated into the Schur index Tr(−1)F qE−Ruf of a free hypermultiplet
coupled to the background flat connection. Namely, every single-letter contribution should
be additionally multiplied by q1/2 or q−1/2, reflecting the respective shift of E. As before, we
24Recall that it is enough to consider a free hypermultiplet coupled to a background flat connection for
our purposes of computing the one-loop determinant.
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consider the cases N = 0 mod 2 and N = 1 mod 2, and find,
The case of N = 0 mod 2:
Version I: I(q, u) =
∏
w∈R
1
[(quw; q) (u−w; q)]1/2
, (3.90)
Version II: I(q, u) =
∏
w∈R
1
[(uw; q) (qu−w; q)]1/2
, (3.91)
The case of N = 1 mod 2:
Version I: I(q, u) =
∏
w∈R
1
[(−quw; q) (−u−w; q)]1/2
, (3.92)
Version II: I(q, u) =
∏
w∈R
1
[(−uw; q) (−qu−w; q)]1/2
. (3.93)
In fact,25
∑
w∈Rw = 0, and one can easily check that in both cases, the “Version I” and
“Version II” answers coincide, so there is no need to distinguish them in the following. We
can also compute the two-dimensional path integral for symplectic bosons periodic in ϕ and
either periodic or anti-periodic in y,26
Periodic in y:∫
DZI e−4pii`
∫
S1y×S1ϕ d
2w εIJZI∇wZJ = q−
dimR
24
∏
w∈R
[
uw/2 − u−w/2]−1/2
[(quw; q) (qu−w; q)]1/2
, (3.94)
Anti-periodic in y:∫
DZI e−4pii`
∫
S1y×S1ϕ d
2w εIJZI∇wZJ = q−
dimR
24
∏
w∈R
[
uw/2 + u−w/2
]−1/2
[(−quw; q) (−qu−w; q)]1/2
. (3.95)
We find that the former matches the defect Schur index for N = 0 mod 2 if we include
the appropriate four-dimensional Casimir energy factor, while the latter matches the N = 1
mod 2 case of the defect Schur index under the same assumption. We claim that the four-
dimensional Casimir factor takes the following form in all cases:
ZCas(q, u) = q
−dimR
24
− 1
4
∑
w∈R〈w,a〉2 , (3.96)
25Because R is pseudoreal, even a stronger statement is true: for each w ∈ R, there is −w ∈ R.
26Notice how the two-torus path integral does not distinguish the two Ramond modules. In order for the
path integral answer to match the characters of these modules, one needs to assign appropriate opposite
charges to the two Ramond vacua. In our case this does not matter, again due to
∑
w∈R w = 0.
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where the additional term 1
4
∑
w∈R〈w, a〉2 was included by hand to cancel similar term in
the vector multiplet Casimir energy (so that the total two-dimensional answer matches the
four-dimensional answer precisely). In particular, this implies that the matter one-loop
determinant takes the same form as in the absence of defects,
Zmat(u) = q
− 1
4
∑
w∈R〈w,a〉2 , (3.97)
which heuristically makes sense because half of the hypermultiplet scalars receive a shift of
+1
2
, and half are shifted by −1
2
, making it plausible for the total contribution to stay the
same. It would be instructive to verify this by a direct evaluation of the one-loop determinant
in the presence of a defect.
To summarize, we claim here that the precise equality of four-dimensional and two-
dimensional path integrals (3.73) continues to hold in the presence of monodromy defects,
with the only modification that the symplectic bosons become periodic in ϕ. Notice, however,
that generally both sides in (3.73) might be infinite: in the two-dimensional language this
is caused by the zero modes present in the Ramond sector of the β − γ system. For this
reason, we must turn on generic flavor fugacities, which render both sides in (3.73) finite.
We expect the equality in (3.73) to remain true if we include the appropriate “flavor Casimir
term” given in (3.76).
3.4 Deformations
Let us now turn towards a short survey of the possible “standard” deformations of our
localization construction, and whether they preserve the two-dimensional chiral algebra con-
struction (i.e. whether or not QH is preserved). We have already argued that deformations
away from the Schur fugacities (i.e. α, ζ 6= 0) are only allowed through the addition of ζ and
α as in (2.44). In this section, we briefly explore the addition of other types of deformations
including masses, Fayet-Iliopoulos (FI) parameters and holonomies.
We are exclusively dealing with superconformal field theories, but one could ask whether
our construction admits a non-conformal mass deformation. To answer this, note that the
conservation of QH requires that the U(1)r R-symmetry is preserved. On the other hand,
supersymmetric twisted masses are introduced by giving a vev to a scalar φ in the background
vector multiplet. This scalar has a U(1)r-charge r = 1, and thus its vev explicitly breaks the
U(1)r symmetry. Therefore mass deformations are not available.
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The inclusion of FI terms is also not possible, for two separate reasons, both related to the
U(1)r symmetry. One trivial reason is that they can only be introduced for abelian factors
of the gauge group, and there are no interacting four-dimensional N = 2 superconformal
field theories with abelian factors in the gauge group (any such theory would break U(1)r
and conformal invariance quantum mechanically, as one can see from (2.42)). But even
classically, the standard FI term explicitly breaks U(1)r. Indeed, supersymmetry allows the
addition of [76]
LFI = ζ
{
ωABDAB −M
(
φ+ φ
)}
(3.98)
to N = 2 theories in conformal supergravity (with Tµν = 0), if there exists an SU(2)R-triplet
background field ωAB, which satisfies equations
ωABξB =
1
2
σµDµξA , ωABξB =
1
2
σµDµξA . (3.99)
We see that the term M
(
φ+ φ
)
in LFI explicitly breaks U(1)r.
There exists a non-standard FI term on S3 × S1, which preserves U(1)r classically. In
fact, this term is a dimensional uplift of a QH-preserving FI term in three-dimensional N = 4
theories [49]. It is given by the following insertion in the path integral
exp[SF.I.] = exp
[
iK
2pi2`2
∫
S3×S1
volS3 dy
(
D12 +
2
`
Ay
)]
, (3.100)
where D12 and Ay are fields in the abelian vector multiplet. One can check that classically,
such an insertion preserves all supersymmetries. Notice that large gauge transformations
require that the FI parameter is integer, K ∈ Z. Such FI terms were previously considered
in [64, 90, 100], and we mention them for completeness. Of course, we already know that
quantum mechanically, there are no interacting theories with abelian gauge factors that
preserve U(1)r, so this type of FI terms is not available either.
The class of deformations that do preserve all the symmetries required by our construction
are flavor holonomies, briefly mentioned in the previous subsection. They are given by
constant abelian vevs for Ay in the background vector multiplets gauging flavor symmetries
of the system. They correspond to introducing flavor fugacities in the Schur index, and the
possibility of such a refinement was of course already mentioned in [9]. Note also that such
a deformation is a dimensional uplift of the QH-invariant mass in three-dimensional N = 4
theories [49]. The only effect flavor holonomies have on the two-dimensional action (3.74)
is that they modify the covariant derivative acting on the symplectic bosons in an obvious
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way, i.e.
∇w → ∇w − i af
2β
, (3.101)
where uf = e
iaf is the flavor holonomy around S1y . When flavor holonomies are required to
render the Schur index finite, we will allow af to be complex (i.e. include both the holonomy
and the “chemical potential”). We will give another interpretation of this deformation from
the VOA point of view further below.
4 The two-dimensional theory
The main result of the previous section is the two-dimensional theory (3.74), which we
derived through a localization computation with respect to the supercharge QH on S3×S1y .
In this section, we are going to elucidate various of its properties. We start by describing its
integration cycle, then describe its propagators of the elementary fields, and finally discuss
the effect of adding flavor holonomies.
4.1 The integration cycle
Note that the reality conditions (2.41) of the four-dimensional theory induce reality proper-
ties of the symplectic bosons, i.e., they determine the integration cycle for the theory (3.74).
We now briefly discuss this cycle.
First, we consider the case without monodromy defect, that is when ZI is anti-periodic in
ϕ. Using the decomposition (3.50) of general solutions to the BPS equations and the reality
conditions of the hypermultiplets (2.41), we can find the reality conditions for the modes
xm,nI in (3.50). For N = 0, they simplify, and take the following form
(xm,nI )
∗ = (−1)mεIJx−m+1,−nJ . (4.1)
For convenience, let us slightly redefine the modes in (3.50), so that the expression for
ZI reads
ZI(ϕ, y) = e−
i(ζ−α)y
2`
− i
2
ϕ
∑
n,m∈Z
cm,nI e
im(ϕ+ζ y` )+
2piiny
β` . (4.2)
Then, for N = 0, the corresponding reality conditions for the cm,nI modes become
(cn,mI )
∗ = i εIJc−m+1,−nJ
Im−1(σn)− iIm(σn)
Im−1(σn) + iIm(σn)
. (4.3)
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Note that Im−1(σn)−iIm(σn)
Im−1(σn)+iIm(σn)
is a phase which is closer to 1 for m ≥ 1 and closer to −1 for
m ≤ 0 – in other words, it is close to sgn (m− 1
2
)
(especially for large |m|). Because the
above equation defines a middle-dimensional integration cycle in the space of complexified
fields, one expects the path integral to be invariant under small deformations of the cycle, as
long as the convergence is preserved along the deformations. In particular, we expect that
the above cycle can be deformed to a simpler one given by
(cn,mI )
∗ = i sgn
(
m− 1
2
)
εIJc−m+1,−nJ . (4.4)
We will now verify that this is indeed true, and further find that for general N ∈ Z, the
analogous simplified integration cycle still has a concise expression given by
(cm,nI )
∗ = i sgn
(
m− 1
2
)
εIJc−m+1,−n−NJ . (4.5)
To check this, we evaluate the two-dimensional symplectic boson action in terms of the
modes cm,nI in (4.2)
4pii
∫
dydϕ εIJZI∇wZJ =
= 4pi2iβ`
∑
m,n∈Z
εIJc−m+1,−n−NJ
(
m− 1
2
− 2pii(n+N/2)
β
+ i
a
β
)
cm,nI
= 4pi2β`
∑
m,n∈Z
(cm,nI )
∗ sgn
(
m− 1
2
)(
m− 1
2
− 2pii(n+N/2)
β
+ i
a
β
)
cm,nI ,
(4.6)
where going from the second to the third line we used (4.5). Thus, we see that the real
part of this action is positive definite along the integration cycle (4.5), ensuring convergence
of the path integral, while the imaginary part is sign indefinite. Using standard Morse
theory arguments [101, 102] (see [49] for an application close to the current context), one
can check that the integration cycle (4.5) (up to convergence-preserving deformations) is
the only allowed one in this theory, as long as we keep a purely real.27 We do not consider
alternative integration cycles for a until Section 5, where they are expected to be relevant
for the study of modularity and general surface defects in four dimensions (which reduce to
modules of the two-dimensional chiral algebra).
As we explained previously, in the presence of the monodromy creating defect, the sym-
27If we include background flavor holonomies af , they can be complex, as we mentioned previously, however
their imaginary part should be small enough to not alter the positive definiteness of (4.6).
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plectic bosons become periodic in ϕ. The Fourier expansion thus takes the form
ZI(ϕ, y) = e
iαy
2`
∑
n,m∈Z
sm,nI e
im(ϕ+ζ y` )+
2piiny
β` , (4.7)
and we can evaluate the two-dimensional action in terms of modes sm,nI as
4pii
∫
dydϕ εIJZI∇wZJ
= 4pi2iβ`
∑
m,n
εIJs−m,−n−NJ
(
m− 2pii
β
(
n+
N
2
)
+ i
a
β
)
sm,nI . (4.8)
We see that the integration cycle should be
(sm,nI )
∗ = i sgn(m)εIJs−m,−n−NJ , (4.9)
where we choose to extend sgn(0) = +1. The action then becomes
4pi2β`
∑
m,n
(sm,nI )
∗ sgn(m)
(
m− 2pii
β
(
n+
N
2
)
+ i
a
β
)
sm,nI . (4.10)
Recall that the full theory (3.73) involves integration over the holonomy variable a, and the
presence of the zero mode m = 0 in (4.10) can cause this integration to diverge, which is
typical for characters in the Ramond sector. As we have mentioned previously, this diver-
gence is cured by turning on flavor holonomies, a→ a+af , and furthermore, we should keep
them complex. Equation (4.10) manifests that positive definiteness of the action requires
Im(af ) to be small enough to not alter the convergence for m 6= 0 modes. Importantly, for
convergence of the integral over m = 0 modes, with the choice sgn(0) = +1, we should keep
the imaginary part of af negative,
Im(af ) < 0 . (4.11)
4.2 Green’s functions
In this subsection we compute the torus propagators of the elementary two-dimensional
fields. For symplectic bosons, we do it in all four spin structures described above. The
equations in this subsection are reminiscent of those appearing in standard treatments of
genus-one superstring amplitudes. Nevertheless, we provide a detailed derivation here, both
for completeness, and because the ghost systems we deal with are slightly different from the
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ones appearing in superstrings, and sometimes require an extra amount of care.
4.2.1 Fermionic propagator
We start by expanding the small bc ghosts in Fourier modes,
b =
∑
m,n∈Z
m6=0
bm,ne
im(ϕ+ζ y` )+
2piiny
β` , c =
∑
m,n∈Z
m6=0
cm,ne
im(ϕ+ζ y` )+
2piiny
β` , (4.12)
where the m = 0 modes are absent due to the delta-functions in (3.16). The action then
takes the form
S(bc)2d = −piβ`Tr
∑
m,n∈Z
m6=0
b−m,−n
(
m− 2piin
β
+ i
a
β
)
cm,n , (4.13)
and the propagator is given by
〈cA(w1)bB(w2)〉 = PAB(w1 − w2, w1 − w2) , (4.14)
P (w,w) = − 1
piβ`
∑
m,n∈Z
m 6=0
eim(ϕ+ζ
y
` )+
2piiny
β`
m− 2piin
β
+ i a
β
≡ G(w,w) + g(w,w) , (4.15)
with
G(w,w) = − 1
piβ`
∑
m,n∈Z
eim(ϕ+ζ
y
` )+
2piiny
β`
m− 2piin
β
+ i a
β
, (4.16)
g(w,w) = − 1
piβ`
∑
n∈Z
e
2piiny
β`
2piin
β
− i a
β
, (4.17)
and where A,B are the adjoint indices, and P is a |G|×|G|matrix determined by the diagonal
matrix a ∈ g. We have introduced an auxiliary Green’s function G that includes zero modes
(and thus describes the full bc ghost system), and the correction term g(w,w) that removes
m = 0 modes. This correction term is essentially a propagator of the one-dimensional analog
of the bc system.
The function G(w,w) satisfies an equation
∇wG(w,w) = δ (ϕ) δ(y) , (4.18)
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and is required to be doubly-periodic on the torus, namely, it obeys (c.f. (2.63))
G (w + 2piiτ, w − 2piiτ) = G(w + 2pii, w − 2pii) = G(w,w) , (4.19)
where
τ =
iβ
2pi
(1 + iζ) . (4.20)
We can also define the function G0(w,w),
G(w,w) = ei a2β (w+w)G0(w,w) , (4.21)
which satisfies a simpler equation, but has a twisted periodicity along Re(w),
∂wG0(w,w) = δ (ϕ) δ(y) , (4.22)
G0(w + 2piiτ, w − 2piiτ) = eiaG0(w,w) . (4.23)
The equation implies that the function is holomorphic away from w = 0, and has a simple
pole at w = 0 with residue (pi`)−1. This would be impossible for a = 0, since the function
would have to be elliptic, and such functions have poles of total order at least two. However,
it is possible at generic a. The standard way to construct functions of a given periodicity on
elliptic curves is by taking ratios of Jacobi theta-functions. The basic Jacobi theta-function
is defined as follows
ϑ(z; τ) =
∑
n∈Z
exp(ipin2τ + 2piinz) . (4.24)
In the present case, the relevant function is
θ1(z; τ) = − exp
(
1
4
ipiτ + ipi(z + 1/2)
)
ϑ
(
z +
1
2
τ +
1
2
; τ
)
. (4.25)
It has a simple zero at z = 0 and satisfies
θ1(z + n+mτ ; τ) = e
ipi(n−m)−ipim2τ−2ipimzθ1(z; τ) . (4.26)
One can easily check that the following function,
θ1
(
w
2pii
− a
2pi
; τ
)
θ1
(
w
2pii
; τ
) , (4.27)
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has a simple pole at w = 0 and satisfies the periodicity as required for G0. If we further
normalize it to have a residue (pi`)−1 at w = 0, as required by (4.22), we find
G0(w) = 1
2pi2i`
· θ
′
1 (0; τ)
θ1
(− a
2pi
; τ
) θ1 ( w2pii − a2pi ; τ)
θ1
(
w
2pii
; τ
) , (4.28)
where θ′1 denotes the derivative in the first argument of θ1. This is actually a unique solution
for G0. Any other solution, according to (4.22), would differ from (4.28) by a holomorphic
function f(w) satisfying f(w+ 2pii) = f(w) and f(w+ 2piiτ) = eiaf(w). Such a function ex-
tends to a bounded holomorphic function on C, which thus must be a constant. Additionally,
f(w + 2piiτ) = eiaf(w) (together with a being generic) implies that it ought to vanish.
We next turn to the correction term g(w,w). Summing its Fourier series, we find
g(w,w) =
1
pi`
· e
ia y
β`
eia − 1 , for 0 < y < β` . (4.29)
Notice that this function is discontinuous on the whole circle S1y , namely it has a jump at
y = 0 mod β`Z. However, as explained in the paragraph after equations (3.19), we must
keep operator insertions separated in the y direction, i.e. work in the interval 0 < y < β`,
where g(w,w) is smooth. Collecting all the pieces, we find the propagator
P (w,w) =
1
2pi2i`
ei
a
2β
(w+w) θ
′
1 (0; τ)
θ1
(− a
2pi
; τ
) θ1 ( w2pii − a2pi ; τ)
θ1
(
w
2pii
; τ
) + 1
pi`
ei
a
2β
(w+w)
eia − 1 , (4.30)
for 0 < Re(w) < β. In the small bc ghost system, all vertex operators are constructed from
b, ∇wc, and their derivatives, so it is more useful to know 〈∇wc(w,w) b(0)〉 = ∇wP (w,w).
We notice that ∇wei
a
2β
(w+w) = 0, which implies that
〈∇wc(w,w) b(0)〉 = 1
2pi2i`
· ei a2β (w+w) θ
′
1 (0; τ)
θ1
(− a
2pi
; τ
)∂w θ1 ( w2pii − a2pi ; τ)
θ1
(
w
2pii
; τ
) . (4.31)
In fact, this is the expression that must be compared against the four-dimensional correlator
of twisted-translated operators 〈λ(w,w)λ˜(0)〉 computed in [42]. To do this, we define a new
variable z = −iw, and note that
θ′1(0, τ) = 2piη(τ)
3. (4.32)
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Then, we obtain
〈∇zc(z, z) b(0)〉 = 1
pii`
η(τ)3 · e−i a2pi · z−zτ−τ ∂z
θ1
(− a
2pi
+ z
2pi
; τ
)
θ1
(
z
2pi
; τ
)
θ1
(− a
2pi
; τ
) . (4.33)
Upon rescaling fields by numerical factors, we see complete agreement with (4.24) of [42],
which implies that the bc ghost action in (3.16) is the correct one, namely it fully reproduces
all the necessary correlation functions in the VOA. Finally, we should also note that on
components of the bc fields valued in the Cartan subalgebra, a acts by zero, and one can
check that the above formula still applies as it has a well-defined a→ 0 limit.
4.2.2 Bosonic propagators
We now repeat this procedure for the symplectic bosons. In the absence of monodromy
defects, the Fourier expansion of the bosonic two-dimensional action is given in (4.6), while
the presence of a defect modifies it to (4.8). Throughout this section, a ∈ g is assumed to
be a diagonal matrix acting in the matter representation R. To avoid clutter, we still write
it as a, with the understanding that on a weight ρ ∈ R it acts as a multiplication by ρ(a).
The two-point function in all cases is
〈ZI(w1)ZJ(w2)〉 = i
4pi`
εIJB(w1 − w2, w1 − w2) , (4.34)
where the function B(w,w) has a double Fourier series representation
Without defect: B(w,w) =
1
piβ
∑
m,n∈Z
ei(m−
1
2)(ϕ+ζ
y
` )+2pii(n+
N
2 )
y
β`
m− 1
2
− 2pii
β
(
n+ N
2
)
+ i a
β
, (4.35)
With defect: B(w,w) =
1
piβ
∑
m,n∈Z
eim(ϕ+ζ
y
` )+2pii(n+
N
2 )
y
β`
m− 2pii
β
(
n+ N
2
)
+ i a
β
. (4.36)
Of course, the function B(w,w) is the Green’s function of ∇w, i.e.
Without defect: ∇wB(w,w) = −e−
i
2
ϕ+ipi(N−M) y
β` ` δ (ϕ) δ (y) , (4.37)
With defect: ∇wB(w,w) = −eipiN
y
β` ` δ (ϕ) δ (y) . (4.38)
The delta functions on the right hand side are periodic, and the exponentials in front of
them are necessary to match the periodicity of the left hand side. The periodicity of B in ϕ
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is determined by the presence of a defect, while its periodicity in y is determined by N and
M .
As before, the form of the covariant derivative ∇w = ∂w − ia2β suggests defining B0,
B(w,w) = ei
a
2β
(w+w)B0(w) . (4.39)
Equations (4.37)-(4.38) then reduce to
Without defect: ∂wB0(w) = −e−
i
2
ϕ+ipi(N−M) y
β` ` δ (ϕ) δ (y) , (4.40)
With defect: ∂wB0(w) = −eipiN
y
β` ` δ (ϕ) δ (y) , (4.41)
implying that B0 is always meromorphic, with a simple pole at w = 0 with residue (−pi−1).
It satisfies twisted periodicity along y due to the explicit factor of ei
a
β`
(w+w), and acquires an
additional sign, either (−1)N−M or (−1)N , upon going around S1y .
To summarize, the periodicity properties of B0 are given as follows
Without defect: B0(w + 2pii) = −B0(w) , B0(w + 2piiτ) = (−1)N−MeiaB0(w) , (4.42)
With defect: B0(w + 2pii) = B0(w) , B0(w + 2piiτ) = (−1)NeiaB0(w) , (4.43)
where
τ =
iβ
2pi
(1 + iζ) . (4.44)
Again, we can easily write a ratio of theta-functions satisfying these properties and having
a simple pole at w = 0 with residue (−pi−1). To this end, we recall the notation (ν1, ν2) for
the spin structure on S1ϕ × S1y ; symplectic bosons pick up a phase eipiν1 upon going around
S1ϕ, and a phase e
ipiν2 around S1y . Therefore, we have
28
Without defect: ν1 = 1, ν2 = N −M mod 2 , (4.45)
With defect: ν1 = 0, ν2 = N mod 2 . (4.46)
Using these notations, the answer is
B0(w) =
i
2pi2
θ′1 (0; τ)
ϑ1−ν1,1−ν2
(− a
2pi
; τ
) × ϑ1−ν1,1−ν2 ( w2pii − a2pi ; τ)
θ1
(
w
2pii
; τ
) , (4.47)
28Thus, the R-R sector corresponds to (0, 0), R-NS to (0, 1), NS-R is (1, 0) and NS-NS to (1, 1). In the
literature, one can sometimes find the opposite notation (α, β) = (1− ν1, 1− ν2).
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written in terms of the standard half-period theta functions,
ϑn,m(z; τ) = exp
(n
4
ipiτ + nipi
(
z +
m
2
))
ϑ
(
z +
n
2
τ +
m
2
; τ
)
. (4.48)
Utilizing the basic property ϑ(z+n+mτ ; τ) = exp(−ipim2τ − 2piimz)ϑ(z; τ), one can check
that (4.47) satisfies the correct periodicity in all four cases (4.42)-(4.43). We prove the
uniqueness of solution (4.47) as before. Because it has the correct residue at the (only) pole
w = 0, any other solution for B0 would differ by a holomorphic function f(w), obeying f(w+
2piin + 2piiτm) = (−1)nν1+mν2eiaf(w). Such a function extends to a bounded holomorphic
function on C, and so is constant. Again, for generic a, this constant can only be zero.
Thus, we obtain the propagator of symplectic bosons for arbitrary spin structure (ν1, ν2),
B(ν1,ν2)(w,w) = ei
a
2β
(w+w) i
2pi2
· θ
′
1 (0; τ)
ϑ1−ν1,1−ν2
(− a
2pi
; τ
) · ϑ1−ν1,1−ν2 ( w2pii − a2pi ; τ)
θ1
(
w
2pii
; τ
)
= e
a
2pi
w+w
τ−τ
i
pi
η (τ)3 · ϑ1−ν1,1−ν2
(
w
2pii
− a
2pi
; τ
)
ϑ1−ν1,1−ν2
(− a
2pi
; τ
)
θ1
(
w
2pii
; τ
) . (4.49)
It is worth noting that (ν1, ν2) = (1, 0) is the spin structure considered in [42], and (4.49)
agrees with their answer in this case.
4.3 Flavor deformations and screenings
The expressions for the two-point functions derived in the previous subsection can also serve
as the two-point functions when we switch on background holonomies for flavor symmetries.
This corresponds to treating some components in a as vevs for flavor symmetries, i.e. we
now replace a by a+ af ∈ g⊕ f, where f is the flavor symmetry Lie algebra. Both a and af
are valued in the Cartan.
Operators which are charged under the Cartan tf of f acquire non-holomorphic depen-
dence when af 6= 0. Indeed, as follows from (4.49), a correlator of two such operators, e.g.
〈Oρ(w,w)O−ρ(0, 0)〉, is proportional to e
ρ(af )
2pi
w+w
τ−τ , where ρ ∈ t∗f is a flavor weight.29 We might
still choose to focus on the holomorphic sector of a theory with generic holonomies af 6= 0
turned on; it is formed by tf -invariant Schur operators, and provides a consistent truncation
V tf of the full VOA V .
In fact, such a truncation is familiar in the study of vertex operator algebras. Before
29This non-holomorphy has a direct counterpart in the three-dimensional case discussed in [49], where
observables charged under global symmetries failed to be topological in the presence of twisted masses.
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describing it, first recall that when a four-dimensional superconformal field theory has flavor
symmetry f with four-dimensional central charge k4d, the corresponding VOA V contains an
affine Kac-Moody subalgebra,
f̂k2d ⊂ V , (4.50)
whose two-dimensional level is k2d = −k4d2 [9]. This f̂k2d is generated by currents correspond-
ing to the four-dimensional moment map operators. Suppose the currents Ji(w), i = 1 . . . rk f
correspond to the Cartan elements of f. We define their respective charges,
Si =
∮
dw Ji(w) , (4.51)
and the tf -invariant subsector of the VOA V can be determined as their common kernel,
V tf =
rk f⋂
i=1
kerSi , (4.52)
i.e. V tf is formed by the vertex operators commuting with all Si’s. Note that V
tf obvi-
ously contains the Virasoro element of V . This is an example of screening; such Si are
known as screening charges, and Ji(w) are called screening currents (see [103] for a general
construction).
Therefore, we conclude that turning on flavor holonomies corresponds, at the level of
the chiral algebra, to screening by Cartan elements of the flavor symmetry. Screening is
one of the standard operations for extracting vertex subalgebras. Another standard opera-
tion – the BRST reduction (which should be viewed as the VOA analog of quotient) – was
previously identified as the two-dimensional avatar of four-dimensional gauging [9]. While
BRST reduction involves severe constraints on the matter content reflecting superconformal
invariance in four dimensions and nilpotency of the BRST charge in two dimensions, no such
constraints are necessary for screenings. Therefore, by turning on flavor holonomies one, at
least formally, significantly enlarges the class of VOAs appearing in four-dimensional super-
conformal field theories. Of course this enlargement is somewhat formal, because we simply
consider various sub-VOAs of the larger VOA that exists when all flavor holonomies are zero.
Nevertheless, this observation might be important for understanding various properties (in
particular modularity) of the flavored Schur index.
Note also that although the non-holomorphic factors cancel in V tf , the holonomies af still
appear in the arguments of various theta-functions in (4.49). Thus, the corresponding torus
correlation functions may still depend on af . In other words, in general, the af parametrize
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a family of torus correlation functions for V tf .
Example of a free hypermultiplet. To illustrate the above ideas, let us consider the
simplest example of a single free four-dimensional hypermultiplet. We turn on generic holon-
omy af ∈ R/2piZ for its U(1)F ⊂ SU(2)F flavor symmetry. The corresponding VOA is, as is
well-known, a single symplectic boson (or a weight-1
2
β − γ system), and U(1)F corresponds
to its ghost number symmetry. Namely, the full VOA V (placed on C) is generated by
β(z) , γ(z) , with β(z)γ(0) ∼ 1
z
, (4.53)
and the screening is defined by the ghost number current,
J(z) = : β(z)γ(z) : . (4.54)
The sub-VOA V u(1)F annihilated by S =
∮
dw : β(w)γ(w) : is formed by words built from
β(w), γ(w) and their derivatives, such that each word has equal number of β’s and γ’s, e.g.
J itself. It is quite easy to give a simpler description for this sub-VOA in the present case
using the bosonization isomorphism. Recall that for the β − γ system, it is given by
β ∼= e−φ+χ∂χ , γ ∼= eφ−χ , (4.55)
where χ and φ are chiral bosons satisfying
φ(z)φ(0) ∼ − ln z , χ(z)χ(0) ∼ ln z , (4.56)
and furthermore, for the weight-1
2
β − γ system, the stress energy tensor becomes
T = −1
2
∂φ∂φ+
1
2
∂χ∂χ+
1
2
∂2χ , (4.57)
with the same central charge c = −1. One can then easily see that the V u(1)F subalgebra
can be identified as generated by ∂φ, ∂χ, and their further derivatives, while the fields φ and
χ themselves, as well as their exponentials, are not allowed in V u(1)F . That is, as a vector
space,
V u(1)F ∼= C [{∂nφ, ∂nχ|n ≥ 1}] . (4.58)
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In the β − γ language, the flavor holonomy deformation corresponds to the insertion of
e−µ
∫
d2w β(w)γ(w) (4.59)
in correlators. Since J = βγ corresponds to ∂χ in bosonization, we conclude that in the dual
picture, the correlators are deformed according to
〈. . . e−µ
∫
d2w ∂χ〉 . (4.60)
This of course does not affect the flat space correlators.
5 A taste of modularity
We have defined four versions of the Schur index, or rather the S3 × S1y partition function.
Those versions differ by a (−1)2(R+r) refinement and by a presence or absence of the mon-
odromy defect. In the two-dimensional language, the four versions correspond to the four
spin structures on the torus labeled by (ν1, ν2). Denoting the corresponding partition func-
tion as Z(ν1,ν2)(τ, af ), and rewriting our previous expressions in terms of theta-functions, we
have
Z(ν1,ν2)(τ, af ) =
Z fCas(q, af )
|W|
∫
T
du
2piiu
η(τ)3rG−dim(G)+
1
2
dim(R)
×
∏
α∈∆\{0}
θ1
(〈α, a〉
2pi
; τ
) ∏
w∈R
ϑ1−ν1,1−ν2
(〈w, a〉
2pi
+
〈wf , af〉
2pi
; τ
)−1/2
, (5.1)
where τ is the complex structure on the torus, as given in (4.44), and we included flavor
holonomies af . For completeness, we also included the flavor Casimir term Z
f
Cas(q, af ) =
q
− 1
4
∑
wf∈Rf 〈wf ,af 〉
2
from (3.76) in front of the integral. While Z(1,0) and Z(1,1) have finite
af → 0 limits, the other two quantities, Z(0,0) and Z(0,1), diverge as af → 0, so we keep af
generic and complex.
Note that Z(1,0)(τ, af ) corresponds to the standard Schur index, while Z
(1,1)(τ, af ) cor-
responds to the “modified Schur index” as introduced by Razamat [50], and these two are
related by the T -modular transformation, namely
Z(1,0)(τ ± 1, af ) = e± ipi12(2 dim(G)+ 12 dim(R))Z(1,1)(τ, af ) . (5.2)
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This relation has a clear geometric interpretation; In the spin structure (1, 0), a spinor is anti-
periodic along S1ϕ (call it the A cycle) and periodic along S
1
y (call it the B cycle). Then, upon
a Dehn twist along A – which is what the T -transformation is – the B cycle is “replaced”
by A + B. The spinor is clearly anti-periodic both along A and A + B, which is why we
obtain Z(1,1)(τ, af ) in this way. The four-dimensional lift of this operation is a similar large
diffeomorphism on S3 × S1y , i.e. we cut along S3 at a point pt ∈ S1y , twist the boundary by
e4piij1 , that is by ∆ϕ = ∆τ = 2pi, and then glue it back. In our four-dimensional equations
this corresponds to a shift M 7→M + 1. From this geometric picture, it is obvious that the
other two partition functions transform into themselves, and indeed we explicitly find that
Z(0,0)(τ + 1, af ) = e
ipi
6 (dim(G)− 12 dim(R))Z(0,0)(τ, af ) , (5.3)
Z(0,1)(τ + 1, af ) = e
ipi
6 (dim(G)− 12 dim(R))Z(0,1)(τ, af ) . (5.4)
The phase factors appearing in (5.2)-(5.4) must be interpreted in terms of global gravitational
anomalies, but we leave an in-depth analysis of this for future work.
Note that the way the various spin structures transform amongst themselves is of course
well-known from the study of superstring one-loop amplitudes. The novel aspect here is how
these properties arise from the Schur index, and have a clear four-dimensional interpretation.
Similarly, we might ask how the S-modular transformation acts on Z(ν1,ν2)(τ, af ). For
that, let us first slightly modify the integral formula (5.1). There, we integrate over the
maximal torus of the gauge group, which can be thought of as
T ∼= t/2piΛ∨ch , (5.5)
with t the Cartan subalgebra, and Λ∨ch the cocharacter lattice of the gauge group G. We may
complexify T by using the same complex structure as on the spacetime torus, i.e.
TC ∼= tC/(2piΛ∨ch + 2piτΛ∨ch) ∼= T⊕ τT , (5.6)
and consider a family of middle-dimensional cycles in TC parametrized by two integers (m,n),
T(m,n) = mT⊕ nτT . (5.7)
This notation means that T(m,n) wraps the original real cycle T exactly m times, and n times
the “imaginary” cycle τT. This is of course a higher-dimensional analog of an mA + nB
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cycle on a two-torus.
In equation (5.1), u = eia, and we integrate a over the real cycle T(1,0). We may consider
an integral over a more general cycle, and define the following quantity30
Z
(ν1,ν2)
(m,n) (τ, af ) =
Z fCas(q, af )
|W|
∫
T(m,n)⊂tC/(2piΛ∨ch+2piτΛ∨ch)
da
2pi
η(τ)3rG−dim(G)+
1
2
dim(R)×
×
∏
α∈∆\{0}
θ1
(〈α, a〉
2pi
; τ
) ∏
w∈R
ϑ1−ν1,1−ν2
(〈w, a〉
2pi
+
〈wf , af〉
2pi
; τ
)−1/2
, (5.8)
such that the original integral (5.1) is Z
(ν1,ν2)
(1,0) (τ, af ). A straightforward computation shows:
Z
(ν1,ν2)
(m,n)
(
−1
τ
,
af
τ
)
= e−
ipi
2 (dim(G)− 12 dim(R)δν1,0δν2,0)Z(ν2,ν1)(−n,m)(τ, af )e
ipi
2 (
1
τ3
+ 1
2pi2τ
+τ)
∑
wf
〈wf ,af 〉2 .
(5.9)
Again, we postpone explanation of the overall phase for future work. We see that the S-
transformation both flips the spin structure, (ν1, ν2) 7→ (ν2, ν1) (as expected), and changes
the integration cycle, (m,n) 7→ (−n,m). In particular, the original cycle (1, 0) goes to (0, 1),
which is not equivalent to the (1, 0)-cycle.
We can also check how the more general object Z
(ν1,ν2)
(m,n) (τ, af ) transforms under the T -
modular transformation, generalizing the case of (m,n) = (1, 0) described at the beginning
of this section. We explicitly find that
Z
(ν1,ν2)
(m,n) (τ + 1, af ) = e
ipi
6 (dim(G)− 12 dim(R)+ 34 dim(R)δν1,1)Z(ν1,ν2+ν1)(m+n,n) (τ, af ) , (5.10)
where ν1 + ν2 should be taken as a remainder modulo 2, i.e. 1 + 1 is replaced by 0.
To summarize, we have found that the functions Z
(ν1,ν2)
(m,n) (τ, af ) transform in an interesting
way under the modular group. It permutes their discrete labels (m,n) according to the
SL(2,Z) action on the lattice Z2. As for the Z2 × Z2 labels (ν1, ν2), the (0, 0) ∈ Z2 × Z2 is
fixed, while the other three, (0, 1), (1, 0), (1, 1), are permuted by SL(2,Z).
The transformation property (5.9) involves a cumbersome af -dependent exponential fac-
tor, which we would like to remove by taking the af → 0 limit. This limit is also interesting
due to the relation with [26]. However, as we know, this limit might be singular. More
precisely, it is singular for those integration contours T(m,n) that pass through poles of the
30For now, we take this as a definition of some function Z
(ν1,ν2)
(m,n) (τ, af ), whose physical meaning is unclear.
However, we expect them to be related to the partition function with the inclusion of more general defects,
and leave a detailed analysis for the future.
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integrand of (5.8) as af → 0. It turns out that this property is preserved by the modular
group, and the following holds:
An observation. If Z
(ν1,ν2)
(m,n) (τ, af ) has a finite af → 0 limit, then so do its images under
the SL(2,Z) action described above.
This simple observation implies that for a given (ν1, ν2), there is a set Σ
(ν1,ν2) of integration
cycles T(m,n) that admit a well-defined af → 0 limit. Let us denote the corresponding limits
as
Zν1,ν2(m,n)(τ) = limaf→0
Z
(ν1,ν2)
(m,n) (τ, af ) , (5.11)
whose modular transformations follow trivially from (5.9) and (5.10). Notice that for
Z
(0,0)
(m,n)(τ, af ), there does not exist a tuple of integers, (m,n), which renders the limit af → 0
regular. This is because there is a pole at a = 0 in the respective integrand. Nevertheless,
for the other three spin structures, there are many such integers (m,n) with finite answer in
the af → 0 limit. Thus, we find a triplet of Z2-labeled functions,(
Z
(0,1)
(m,n)(τ), Z
(1,0)
(m,n)(τ), Z
(1,1)
(m,n)(τ)
)
, (5.12)
where each function has its own set Σ(ν1,ν2) of allowed (m,n) ∈ Σ(ν1,ν2) labels. The modular
group permutes them, and thus, up to phases, they all transform as components of a weight-0
modular vector. In particular, the standard Schur index Z
(1,0)
(1,0)(τ) belongs to this family, and
so do its T -transform Z
(1,1)
(1,0)(τ) and its S-transform Z
(0,1)
(0,1)(τ).
What we described so far looks like an infinite-dimensional projective representation of
SL(2,Z). In concrete physical theories, it is expected to truncate. Namely, not all functions
Z
(ν1,ν2)
(m,n) (τ) will be independent, and a (possibly finite) set of independent functions will
transform as some modular vector [26].
Finally, physically, we expect that the quantities Z
(ν1,ν2)
(m,n) (τ, af ), defined as integrals over
the non-standard cycles T(m,n), correspond to partition functions in the presence of more
general defects, i.e. characters of some non-trivial modules of the VOA. Those functions
that are singular in the limit af → 0 correspond to modules that have infinite degeneracies
at each energy level. Such modules are not pathological, and in fact we have seen above that
Ramond modules of the underlying symplectic boson exhibit such a behavior, the quantities
Z
(0,0)
(1,0)(τ, af ) and Z
(0,1)
(1,0)(τ, af ) being our basic examples of those.
Let us now briefly review a couple of simple examples.
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5.1 Examples
5.1.1 SU(2) with Nf = 4
An SU(2) gauge theory with four hypermultiplets is the simplest interacting Lagrangian
superconformal field theory. Its Schur index is given by
Z
(1,0)
(1,0)(τ) = −
1
4pi
∫ 2pi
0
da η(τ)8
∏
α∈{±1} θ1
(
〈α,a〉
2pi
; τ
)
[∏
w∈{± 1
2
} ϑ0,1
(
〈w,a〉
2pi
; τ
)]4
= q
14
24
(
1 + 28q + 329q2 + 2632q3 + 16380q4 +O(q5)
)
. (5.13)
Up to a constant phase, the T -transform is expressed by the same formula with ϑ0,1 replaced
by ϑ0,0, and it gives the same result, i.e. we find
Z
(1,1)
(1,0)(τ) = Z
(1,0)
(1,0)(τ) . (5.14)
This is not surprising because the corresponding VOA is believed to be so(8)−2, which does
not have any half-integer graded operators. Therefore, changing the spin structure from
(1, 0) to (1, 1) should not affect the answer.
We can also take a look at the S-transform of the Schur index that, up to an overall
phase factor, is given by
Z
(0,1)
(0,1)(τ) = −
1
4pi
∫ 2piτ
0
da η(τ)8
∏
α∈{±1} θ1
(
〈α,a〉
2pi
; τ
)
[∏
w∈{± 1
2
} ϑ1,0
(
〈w,a〉
2pi
; τ
)]4
=
q
14
24
120pi
(
1
q
+ 250 + 60 log(q) + (4625 + 1680 log(q))q
+ (44250 + 19740 log(q))q2 + (305750 + 157920 log(q))q3 + . . .
)
. (5.15)
The logarithmic pieces appearing in this expression might look surprising, however such a
behavior was already announced in [26]. Additionally, the leading order term 1
q
also agrees
with their results. We leave the interpretation of this phenomenon for future work.
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5.1.2 N = 4 super Yang-Mills with G = SU(2)
Here, we consider another illustrative example, the N = 4 SYM with gauge group SU(2).
The Schur index is computed by
Z
(1,0)
(1,0)(τ) = −
1
4pi
∫ 2pi
0
da η(τ)3
∏
α∈{±1} θ1
(
〈α,a〉
2pi
; τ
)
∏
w∈{−1,0,+1} ϑ0,1
(
〈w,a〉
2pi
; τ
)
= q
9
24
(
1 + 3q + 4q3/2 + 9q2 + 12q5/2 + 22q3 + 36q7/2 + 60q4 + 88q9/2 +O(q5)
)
.
(5.16)
In this case, since there are half-integral operators in the spectrum, the T -transformed Schur
index has alternating signs, i.e.
Z
(1,1)
(1,0)(τ) = q
9
24
(
1 + 3q − 4q3/2 + 9q2 − 12q5/2 + 22q3 − R36q7/2 + 60q4 − 88q9/2 +O(q5)) .
(5.17)
Similarly, we can also compute the S-transformed Schur index, and find
Z
(0,1)
(0,1)(τ) = −
1
4pi
∫ 2piτ
0
da η(τ)3
∏
α∈{±1} θ1
(
〈α,a〉
2pi
; τ
)
∏
w∈{−1,0,+1} ϑ1,0
(
〈w,a〉
2pi
; τ
)
=
q
9
24
8pi
× q−3/8
(
2 + log(q) + (24 + 12 log(q))q + (24 + 36 log(q))q2
+ (192 + 128 log(q))q3 + (152 + 324 log(q))q4 +O(q5)
)
.
(5.18)
Again, this is in agreement with [26], and an explanation of the logarithmic behavior calls
for further investigation.
6 Relation to the Ω-background R2 ⊕ R2
We now switch gears and discuss another application of our S3 × S1 background. In par-
ticular, it has long been argued [55] (see also [40, 56]), that the two-dimensional chiral al-
gebra should be obtained from putting a four-dimensional superconformal field theory on
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an Ω-deformed background [3, 4], whilst imposing a holomorphic-topological (“Kapustin”)
twist [57].31 Intuitively, it is clear that this ought to be related to some “local” version of
the S3×S1 background treated in our paper, and by expanding the latter, we will explicitly
see the corresponding (flat) Ω-background of geometry R2 ⊕ R2 in the following. The four-
dimensional theory of course localizes to the tip of the cigar/origin of R2 , and the theory
thus effectively reduces to the two-dimensional chiral algebra, in the same way as discussed
in the previous sections for S3 × S1. For simplicity, we start by setting
α = ζ = 0 , (6.1)
so S3×S1 has the standard product metric, and no background R-symmetry holonomies are
present.
The Killing vector arising from the Killing spinors in (3.2) (with α = ζ = 0), is given by
Kµ∂µ = −1
2
ξσµξ∂µ = − i
`
∂τ . (6.2)
This Killing vector naturally defines a U(1)-action with respect to which we can define the
Ω-background. In this vein, we now define
 =
1
`
, (6.3)
and introduce the new (complex) coordinates
x = ρeiτ , x = ρe−iτ , (6.4)
where we conveniently defined
ρ =
1

(pi
2
− θ
)
, (6.5)
which is valued in ρ ∈ [0, pi
2
]
.32 The coordinates x and x parametrize directions orthogonal
to the chiral algebra plane, which we recall is located at θ = pi/2, and spanned by the
coordinates (y, ϕ). We can then rewrite the Killing vector K in the more suggestive form
Kµ∂µ =
i
2
(x∂x − x∂x) . (6.6)
31In fact, in the very recent papers [44,45], this was confirmed explicitly. Here, we take a different approach,
but we claim to obtain the relevant four-dimensional background on flat space R2 ⊕ R2.
32In the following we will take the  → 0 expansion, and thus ρ turns into the decompactified radial
coordinate on R2 .
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We then recall that our supercharge QH squares to
(QH)2 ≡ {Q 1, Q 2} = iLK + r , (6.7)
where LK is the Lie derivative with respect to the vector field K, and r is the U(1)r-symmetry
generator. This equation is inherited from the S3 × S1 background.
As we want to end up with the non-compact space R2 ⊕ R2, – or alternatively with the
local version of S3 × S1 around θ = pi
2
(ρ = 0) – we ought to expand our metric in the large
`→∞ – or small → 0 – limit. To decompactify the ϕ direction, we rescale
ϕ → ϕ̂ = `ϕ , (6.8)
and our S3 × S1-metric, written in terms of ρ in (6.5),  in (6.3), and ϕ̂ in (6.8), reads
ds2 =
[
dy2 + dϕ̂2
]
+
[
dρ2 + ρ2dτ 2
]
+ o(2) , (6.9)
corresponding to the flat space R2 ⊕ R2.
Now, given our explicit expansion in terms of , we can write down the corresponding
(flat space) Killing spinors (we refer to Appendix E for details), and proceed analogously to
the S3 × S1 analysis performed in the earlier parts of this paper. We can explicitly check
that the supersymmetry algebra still closes appropriately, solve the BPS equations (which
imply the gradient flow equations mentioned in [44] and [45]), show that the hypermultiplet
action reduces to the symplectic boson action in two (flat) dimensions, the Yang-Mills action
remains QH-exact, et cetera.
Notice that the supercharge we obtain in the  → 0 expansion is simply the flat space
supercharge Q1−−Q˜2−˙+ (S−1 + S˜2−˙), and the invariant action does not contain  – it is the
usual superconformal action in flat space. This corresponds to the statement in [44] that for
a superconformal field theory in flat space, the relevant Ω-deformation does not change the
action, but rather simply instructs to study the cohomology of the corresponding “Q + S”
supercharge.
7 Discussion and open questions
In this paper, we discussed a variety of aspects of four-dimensional superconformal field the-
ories on the S3×S1 background, and their relation to the two-dimensional chiral algebra on
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the torus S1ϕ×S1y . The main tool for our study was supersymmetric localization. We started
by analyzing the relevant (rigid) supersymmetric background, and studied the preserved
subalgebras of the four-dimensional superconformal algebra. By doing so, we classified the
fugacities one may turn on, whilst still preserving the two-dimensional chiral algebra struc-
ture. Indeed, we found that, in addition to the “Schur” fugacity, we may turn on quantized
(non-vanishing) fugacities ζ and α. Although, we argued that they do not affect the class
of operators we count, they affect the complex structure and spin structure of the chiral
algebra torus S1ϕ × S1y . This naturally lead us to the discussion of the relevance of the torus
spin structure and its relation to the S3 × S1 partition function. In particular, a thorough
treatment of the latter requires the introduction of what we call the “canonical” R-symmetry
interface, which might end on a surface defect responsible for the change in spin structure
along the ϕ direction. We were able to localize (in some detail) the four-dimensional theory
(with the inclusion of the fugacities ζ and α as well as the R-symmetry defect), to arrive
at the relevant two-dimensional chiral algebra quantities. Indeed, by doing so, we explained
the appearance of the different spin structures and characters in two-dimensions from a
four-dimensional perspective, which is intimately related to modularity properties of the
four-dimensional superconformal index. We further discussed various detailed properties of
the two-dimensional chiral algebras arising from this construction, and made remarks upon
an expansion that allows to derive the flat Ω-background underlying the chiral algebra.
Let us now briefly remark upon some open questions and future directions.
One obvious, but interesting future direction involves understanding the modular proper-
ties of the Schur index for Lagrangian theories using the technology introduced in Section 5;
in particular, this involves understanding the relation of functions Z
(ν1,ν2)
(m,n) (τ, af ) to surface
defects, as well as their place in the story of [26], as well as related puzzles.
With the localization of the chiral algebra in hand, it is also natural to ask whether
there are extensions to other geometries. For instance the lens index [88, 104–106] would
be a natural place to start. Results in [29] suggest that some data of the chiral algebra is
stored in it. Similarly, the extensions discussed in [16] seem to be related to some slightly
modified geometry, which allows for a study using localization. By turning on background
fields (and thus implementing an appropriate twist), it should be straightforward to extend
the rigid Ω-background in Section 6 to a curved space of the form C ×Σ, where C and Σ are
two Riemann surfaces (this was very recently done in [44,45]). This leads to generalizations
of Schur indices/characters to higher-genus Riemann surfaces C, with the natural questions
arising almost immediately: how do these quantities count Schur operators, what can they
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tell us about the VOA structure, and of course how they behave under the mapping class
group action of C.
Next, the inclusion of various types of (non-local) defects, whose relation to the VOA
was studied from a variety of perspectives in [18, 23, 28, 37, 54], deserves a study from the
point of view of localization on S3 × S1. In this paper, we have introduced the novel type
of R-symmetry surface defects, and studied their simplest version for Lagrangian theories in
relation to the chiral algebra. Extending this analysis to more general defects of this type, as
well as other defects is a next logical step. Similarly, it might be interesting to study similar
defects in the full superconformal index.
At this point, it is widely accepted that one may define the Schur index for non-conformal
theories (see e.g. [12,77]). Similarly, there are constructions in three dimensions (see e.g. [107]),
which suggest that one may relax the condition of theory being conformal in deriving the
VOA. These results are very suggestive that there is a way to move away from “conformal-
ity” of the four-dimensional theory, and it might be feasible to find a simple modification
of our construction reproducing the VOA in such more general setting. In fact, in [44] the
authors proposed a possible way to achieve this by introducing anomalous surface defects
and adding a certain rotational symmetry breaking term in the action, though this proposal
calls for further clarification.
It is of course intriguing to study similar constructions (i.e. preserving some interesting
subalgebra) in other dimensions, such as [49,61,62,108,109]. Even in the three-dimensional
N = 4 case, which has been scrutinized for Lagrangian theories in [49, 58, 59], there is no
known result on extended objects and modules of the corresponding associative algebra yet.
Further, there is a known connection, on the one hand, between the three-sphere partition
function and the quantized Coulomb and Higgs branches [49, 58, 59]. On the other hand,
there is a similar story relating three-dimensional N = 4 theories on a space of the form
R × R2 , where the latter factor is the Ω-background [60, 62, 110–112]. Roughly speaking,
the latter construction corresponds to a “local” version of the former, akin to the logic in
Section 6. Indeed, here, we treat the (“uplifted”) version in four dimensions, and thus expect
a three-dimensional analysis to be straightforward. In this spirit, we remark that the role
of short star-products related to the distinguished basis in the associative algebra [62] has
never been discussed from the Ω-deformation viewpoint, though the results of [59] suggest
that the defining properties of such products largely constrain the algebra.
Finally, it would be very interesting to understand whether there exists a “four-dimensional
mirror” version of the VOA construction. In three dimensions this was obviously the case;
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the two constructions producing special “short” quantizations of the Higgs and Coulomb
branches [49, 58, 59] had connections to the mathematical construction of symplectic dual-
ity [111]. It is also understood that the VOA in four dimensions is closely related to the
Higgs branch of the theory [26,43], although there is intriguing evidence that it retains data
about the Coulomb branch as well [22, 113]. Understanding whether there exists some sort
of “four-dimensional mirror” counterpart of the VOA naturally attached to the Coulomb
sector would be a very exciting development.
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A Notations and conventions
In this Appendix, we introduce the relevant notations and conventions. We follow the
conventions of [76], but recall them here for the convenience of the reader. We denote
by α, β, . . . = 1, 2 and α˙, β˙, . . . = 1, 2 chiral and anti-chiral spinors ψα and ψ
α˙
, respectively.
Those indices are raised and lowered by multiplying with the totally anti-symmetric tensor
ε, in the NW-SE and SW-NE convention (i.e. upper left indices contract with lower right
indices, etc.)
ψα = εαβψβ , ψα˙ = εα˙β˙ψ
β˙
, (A.1)
where we take  to be defined via ε12 = −ε12 = ε1˙2˙ = −ε1˙2˙ = 1. Furthermore, spinors are
contracted as
ψχ = ψαχα , ψχ = ψα˙χ
α˙ . (A.2)
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Additionally, the doublet-indices A,B, . . . = 1, 2 are raised and lowered with εAB and εAB,
with ε12 = −ε12 = 1, with ξA = εABξB, as well as ξA = εABξB. Finally, throughout
the paper we identify the auxiliary indices (usually denoted by Aˇ, Bˇ, . . .) with the SU(2)R
doublet indices A,B, . . ., and thus remove the checks.
The four-dimensional gamma matrices can be decomposed into two 2 × 2 blocks, for
which we use the following choice33
(σa)αα˙ = (−i~σ,1) , (σa)α˙α = (i~σ,1) , (A.3)
with τa the standard Pauli matrices
τ 1 =
(
0 1
1 0
)
, τ 2 =
(
0 −i
i 0
)
, τ 3 =
(
1 0
0 −1
)
. (A.4)
Furthermore, we define the tensors as follows
(σab)α
β =
1
2
(σaσb − σbσa) , (σab)α˙ β˙ =
1
2
(σaσb − σbσa) , (A.5)
and correspondingly use the shorthand for the spinors ξA ≡ ξAα as well as ξA ≡ ξAα˙.
For the group theory notations, we use rG to denote the rank of G, ∆+ to denote positive
roots, and ∆ to denote the whole root system, including rG copies of a zero root.
B The Yang-Mills action is QH-exact
In this Appendix we show that the N = 2 Yang-Mills Lagrangian as given in equation (2.35)
can be written as a QH-exact piece (plus some surface terms). In fact, it is even possible to
turn on α = 2piN/β and ζ = 2piM/β, with M,N ∈ Z. An involved yet explicit calculation
33Throughout the text we denote by τ the Pauli matrices and by σ the 2 × 2 blocks inside the four-
dimensional gamma matrices.
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shows34
LYM v̂olS3×S1 =
QH
[
− 2i
S
φ
(
(ξ′)AαλAα
)−{ 4
`S2
φ+
i
S
[
φ, φ
]} (
ξAαλAα
)
+
1
S
(Dµφ) ((σµ)α α˙ξAα˙λAα)
+
1
4S
Fµν
(
λAα (σµν)α
βξAβ
)
+
1
2S
(
ξAαDABλ
B
α
)
− 2i
S
φ
(
(ξ
′
)Aα˙λA
α˙
)
−
{
4
`S
2φ−
i
S
[
φ, φ
]}(
ξ
A
α˙λA
α˙
)
+
1
S
(Dµφ)
(
(σµ)α˙
αξAαλA
α˙
)
+
1
4S
Fµν
(
λAα˙ (σ
µν)α˙ β˙ξ
Aβ˙
)
+
1
2S
(
ξ
A
α˙DABλ
Bα˙
)]
v̂olS3×S1
+ ( surface terms ) ,
(B.1)
where we used the definitions for S and S, which we recall here
S = ξAξA = −2eiτ cos θ , S = ξAξA = −2e−iτ cos θ , (B.2)
and where
v̂olS3×S1 = `
3 sin θ cos θ dθ ∧ dϕ ∧ dτ ∧ dy (B.3)
is the four-dimensional volume form on S3 × S1.
The bosonic piece of the surface – or total derivative – terms in the last line of (B.1) can
be written as follows35
( bosonic surface terms ) = d
[ (
Ξ + Ξ
) ∧ F + (∗Π) ] , (B.4)
where F is the two-form field strength (we again neglected the trace over gauge indices), and
the one-forms Ξ and Ξ are given by
Ξ =
1
S
vφ , Ξµ =
1
S
vφ , (B.5)
where we recall from (3.29) that the one-form v is given by
v = 4i cos2 θ
(
`dτ +
ζ
`
dy
)
. (B.6)
34For ease of notation we will neglect the trace over the gauge indices here.
35Our conventions for the four-dimensional Hodge star operation is fixed as follows; for two p-forms α1
and α2 we have α1 ∧ ∗α2 = 1p! (α1)m1···mp(α2)m1···mp .
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The third one-form Π can be written as
Π =
2
`S2
v φ2 − 2
`S
2v φ
2
+
16i
SS
(
Sv′ − i
4`
v
)
φφ , (B.7)
where we introduced an additional bilinear v′ as follows
v′ = −1
2
ξσµξ
′
=
1
2
eiτ+i
ζ−α
`
y
(
cos θ dτ + i sin θ dθ +
ζ
`
cos θ dy
)
. (B.8)
Now, the F -dependent pieces in (B.4) include the pieces Ξ and Ξ, which are vanishing
at the boundary of S3 × S1 at θ = pi/2, and hence, they will not contribute to the action.36
However, the piece dependent on φφ in (B.4) is not vanishing at θ = pi/2. Nevertheless, we
can remove it (together with the fermionic surface terms) by the addition of a QH-exact piece
at the θ = pi/2 surface. In fact, upon removing the vanishing F , φ2, and φ
2
dependent pieces
at the boundary we end up with the remnant terms (recall that the τ direction degenerates
at θ = pi/2)
( surface terms )
∣∣∣
θ=pi/2
= −4`2
[
φφ+
i`
4
(QHφ)(QHφ)
]
θ=pi/2
dϕ ∧ dy . (B.9)
We recall that
(QH)2 φ∣∣∣
θ=pi/2
=
4i
`
φ ,
(QH)2 φ∣∣∣
θ=pi/2
= −4i
`
φ , (B.10)
and thus (B.9) is QH-exact with
( surface terms )
∣∣∣
θ=pi/2
= − i`
3
2
QH [(QHφ)φ− φ(QHφ)] dϕ ∧ dy∣∣∣
θ=pi/2
. (B.11)
C N = 1 description of the N = 2 background
In this Appendix we describe the embedding of the N = 1 background on S3 × S1 into
our N = 2 background outlined in the main text. This allows us to import N = 1 lo-
calization results for one-loop determinants and Casimir energies of the N = 2 vector and
hypermultiplets. We further describe those localization results and take the necessary Schur
limit.
36Note that the derivatives of F are vanishing due to the Bianchi identity.
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C.1 N = 1 Supersymmetric background
Let us first write down the corresponding N = 1 background, to then proceed and leverage
the localization results of [87] for our N = 2 background. We start by defining the new
coordinates
φ1 ≡ −τ , φ2 ≡ ϕ , (C.1)
which brings our metric in (2.14) into a more compatible form with other literature [87].
Furthermore, we pick the following vierbeins,
ê1 = dy ,
ê2 = `
[
cos2 θdφ1 + sin
2 θdφ2
]− ζ cos 2θdy ,
ê3 =
1
2
sin 2θ sin(φ2 + φ1) [2ζdy − `(dφ1 − dφ2)]− ` cos(φ1 + φ2)dθ ,
ê4 =
1
2
sin 2θ cos(φ2 + φ1) [2ζdy − `(dφ1 − dφ2)] + ` sin(φ1 + φ2)dθ .
(C.2)
As we will see, this choice of orthonormal frame will lead to simplifications of some expres-
sions down the line.37 Of course, we are dealing with a complex (Hermitian) manifold, and
in particular, picking the complex coordinates
z1 = ` sin θe
y
`
−i(φ2+ ζ` y) ,
z2 = ` cos θe
y
`
+i(−φ1+ ζ` y) ,
(C.3)
we can write our metric as follows
ds2 = hαβ dz
αdzβ , hαβ = e
− 2y
`
(
1 0
0 1
)
, (C.4)
with hαβ the complex metric.
In order to derive the correct rigid N = 1 supersymmetric background, we take the rigid
limit of new minimal supergravity and follow the analysis in [66, 115]. The bosonic fields
of new minimal supergravity multiplet consist of the metric as well as two auxiliary gauge
fields Aµ and A˜µ, where the real part of the former is related to the u(1)R symmetry of the
N = 1 theory, and the latter ought to be divergence less (it arises as the Hodge dual of a
three-form), i.e. ∇µA˜µ = 0. The conditions for supersymmetry are given by the existence
37They were inspired by the choice in [114].
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of a nontrivial solution to the following Killing spinor equations38
(∇µ − iAµ)ζ + iA˜µζ + iA˜µσµνζ = 0 , (C.5)
(∇µ + iAµ)ζ − iA˜µζ − iA˜µσµνζ = 0 . (C.6)
Here, the covariant derivatives are defined as follows
∇µζα = ∂µζα − 1
2
ωµ
ab(σab)α
βζβ ,
∇µζ α˙ = ∂µζ α˙ − 1
2
ωµ
ab(σab)
α˙
β˙ζ
β˙
.
(C.7)
It was shown that the existence of nontrivial solutions to equations (C.5) and (C.6) are
equivalent to the existence of an almost complex structure of the four-dimensional mani-
fold [115]. Thus, there exists a fundamental two-form Jµν of type (1, 1), which is expressed
in terms of the Killing spinors
Jµν =
i
|ζ|2 ζ
†σµνζ , (C.8)
where
(
ζ†
)α
= (ζ∗)α, with the latter being the complex conjugate. In fact, together with the
complex two-form of type (2, 0), ζσµνζ, this generates a U(2) structure. We can compute
Jµν from the metric in complex coordinates (C.4), and obtain
39
1
2
Jµν ê
µ ∧ êν = −ê1 ∧ ê2 + ê3 ∧ ê4 , (C.9)
where we use the frame in equation (C.2). Now, if we further define the function
s = |ζ|2 = (ζ†)α ζα , (C.10)
we can express the background fields Vµ and V˜µ in terms of this data. Namely,
A˜µ = −1
2
∇ρJρµ + uµ , (C.11)
Aµ = A
c
µ −
1
4
(
δνµ − iJµν
)∇ρJρν + 3
2
uµ , (C.12)
38The ambiguous use of the letter ζ as the Killing spinors and the deformation of the metric (2.14) in the
main text, is unfortunate. However, it should be clear from the context which one is referred to.
39Notice, that compared with [115] we have slightly differing conventions, which explains the appearance
of some alternate normalization in the following.
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where uµ is an arbitrary holomorphic (i.e. J
µ
νu
ν = iuµ) vector field satisfying ∇µuµ = 0.
Furthermore, Acµ is given by
Acµ =
1
4
Jµ
ν∂ν log h− i
2
∇µ log s , (C.13)
with h = dethαβ.
Now, for
s =
Ceκy√
h
, (C.14)
with some arbitrary constants C and κ, we find that a convenient choice for uµ in (C.12)
and (C.11) gives
A˜µdx
µ =
i
`
dy , uµdx
µ =
i
`
(
ê1 + ê2
)
, (C.15)
as well as
Aµdx
µ = − iκ
2
dy , (C.16)
and thus – in accordance with our N = 2 background – both background fields are purely
gauge holonomies for the (temporal) cycle.
This choice of background fields allows us to go back and solve the Killing spinor equa-
tions. We find
ζ =
√
Cey(
κ
2
+ 1
` )
(
1
0
)
, ζ =
√
C˜e−y(
κ
2
+ 1
` )
(
1
0
)
, (C.17)
for some additional constant C˜, and where we used the choice of gamma matrices in (A.3).40
Now, in order to get appropriate boundary conditions of the Killing spinors upon going
around the y-circle, i.e.
ζ(y + β`) = e
βκ`
2
+βζ(y) , ζ(y + β`) = e−
βκ`
2
−βζ(y) , (C.18)
we fix41
κ = − 5
2`
, (C.19)
40Notice that although this choice of gamma matrices agrees with the ones in the main text, they do differ
from the conventions in [115].
41Notice, that the spinors could be fixed to be periodic by absorbing an appropriate factor into the
background fields. However, with an eye towards embedding the N = 1 background into the N = 2 one, we
have chosen this (unusual) periodicity, which turns out to match with the twisted-sector requirement of the
N = 2 spinors.
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and thus the background one-form gauge field Aµ reduces to
Aµdx
µ =
5i
4`
dy . (C.20)
With our Killing spinors ζ and ζ, we can compute the Killing vector
Kµ∂µ = − 1
s2
ζσµζ∂µ =
1
2
[(
1
`
− iζ
`
)
∂φ1 +
(
1
`
+
iζ
`
)
∂φ2 − i∂y
]
. (C.21)
Given the general expression for the Killing vector of Hopf surfaces [87]
K =
1
2
(b1∂φ1 + b2∂φ2 − i∂y) , (C.22)
we can identify
`b1 = (1− iζ) , `b2 = (1 + iζ) . (C.23)
Let us for completeness mention that one can also use ζ to define the two-form Jµν ∝
ζ
†
σµνζ. Analogous to the case discussed above, there are formulas that relate the geometry
to the background fields, and a careful analysis shows that one ends up with the equivalent
background fields.
Now, in [87] it was shown that the N = 1 partition function of Hopf surfaces only depend
on the complex structure parameters p and q. Further, it was argued that these parameters
are related to b1 and b2 appearing above as follows
p = e−β`b1 , q = e−β`b2 , (C.24)
where as before β is the periodicity of y, i.e. y ∼ y + β`. Thus, we end up with exactly the
same p and q as in the N = 2 case we deal with in the main text and whose relation to our
deformation parameters appears in equations (2.10) – (2.12).
Alternatively, these complex structure parameters p and q are obtained by observing that
in the complex coordinate of equation (C.3), the identification upon going around the circle,
y ∼ y + β`, reads
(z1, z2) ∼
(
e−β(1−iζ)z1, e−β(1+iζ)z2
)
, (C.25)
and thus one can identify p and q in agreement with (C.24).
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C.2 N = 1 Localization results
Let us now cite the relevant N = 1 localization results, as derived in [87]. We reiterate that
the partition function is only dependent on the complex structure of the four-dimensional
manifold [115]. In our particular case, this means that it will only depend on the parameters
p and q.
The N = 1 vector multiplet, as computed from localization, see [86, 87] (we will use the
latter results; for index-results, see [65] and [93] as well as references therein)
Z(N=1)vec = e
−piβ`E(0)v,N=1(p; p)rG∞ (q; q)
rG∞∆
−1
VdM
∏
α∈∆+
θ (uα, p) θ
(
u−α, q
)
, (C.26)
where the Casimir energy prefactor is given by
E
(0)
v,N=1 =
1
12
(
b1 + b2 − b1 + b2
b1b2
)
dimG− b1 + b2
b1b2
∑
α∈∆+
〈α, a〉2 . (C.27)
Furthermore, by rG we denote the rank of the gauge group G, by ∆VdM the Vandermonde
determinant,
∆VdM =
∏
α∈∆+
(1− uα) (1− u−α) (C.28)
of the given gauge group, by ∆+ the positive roots of G, and finally we defined
uα = ei〈α,a〉 , (C.29)
where u = eia is the holonomy for the gauge group G, and by 〈·, ·〉 we denote the canonical
pairing of the Lie algebra g = LieG with its dual. In addition, p and q are given in terms of
our parameters as in (C.24). Lastly, the elliptic theta function is defined as follows
θ(z, p) = (z; p)∞ (p/z; p)∞ , (C.30)
with the Pochhammer symbol defined as
(z; q)∞ =
∏
i≥0
(
1− zqi) . (C.31)
Similarly, we can write down the partition function of an N = 1 chiral multiplet in
a representation R of the gauge group G (and/or flavor symmetry group) and of N = 1
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U(1)r-charge rN=1,
Z
(N=1)
mat = e
−piβ`E(0)mat,N=1
∏
w∈R
Γ
(
uw(pq)
rN=1
2 ; p, q
)
, (C.32)
where we again use the shorthand uw = ei〈w,a〉, take the product over weights of R, and with
the Casimir energy given as follows
E
(0)
mat,N=1 =
∑
w∈R
1
b1b2
{
− i
3
〈w, a〉3 + (rN=1 − 1) b1 + b2
2
〈w, a〉2
+
i
12
[
3 (rN=1 − 1)2 (b1 + b2)2 − 2− b21 − b22
] 〈w, a〉}
+
b1 + b2
24b1b2
[
(rN=1 − 1)3 (b1 + b2)2 − (rN=1 − 1)
(
b21 + b
2
2 + 2
)]
dimR ,
(C.33)
where we sum over the weights of the representation R. Here, we write p and q in terms
of the squashing parameters b1 and b2 as in (C.24). Finally, the elliptic gamma function is
defined as follows
Γ(z, p, q) =
∏
i,j≥0
1− pi+1qi+1/z
1− piqiz . (C.34)
C.3 Embedding into N = 2 background
Now let us carefully embed the above N = 1 background in new minimal supergravity into
our N = 2 background in the standard Weyl multiplet detailed in the main text. As we
already mentioned, the complex structure parameters p and q, which completely determine
the N = 1 partition function precisely coincide with the aptly named N = 2 parameters,
p and q. These parameters can thus be interpreted geometrically. The remaining N = 2
parameter, t, is related to the constant α, which enters the background gauge fields V and
V˜ as in equations (2.29) and (2.30).
We start by recalling theN = 1 actions for the chiral and vector multiplets and then move
to the study of their embedding into the N = 2 vector and hypermultiplet actions (2.35)
and (2.36).
The N = 1 vector multiplet, consisting of the components
(Aµ, λ, λ, D) , (C.35)
with Aµ a gauge field, λ, λ two spinors of opposite chirality and D an additional auxiliary
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field. The fields in (C.35) have assigned N = 1 R-charges (0, 1,−1, 0). Then, the N = 1
vector multiplet action reads,
L(N=1)vec = Tr
(
1
4
FµνFµν − 1
2
D2 +
i
2
λσµDcsµ λ+
i
2
λσµDcsµ λ
)
, (C.36)
with
Dcsµ = ∇µ − iAµ · −iqR
(
Aµ − 3
2
A˜µ
)
, (C.37)
where by qR we denote the N = 1 U(1)r R-charge of the respective fields, and by · the action
in the appropriate representation.
Similarly, the N = 1 chiral multiplet
(
φ, φ, ψ, ψ, F, F
)
, (C.38)
consists of two complex scalars φ and φ, spinors ψ and ψ, and auxiliary fields F and F . The
U(1)R charges of (C.38) are given by (±rN=1,±(rN=1 − 1),±(rN=1 − 2)). Then, the N = 1
chiral multiplet action reads
L(N=1)mat = DµφDµφ+ A˜µ
(
iDµφφ− iφDµφ
)
+
rN=1
4
(
R + 6A˜µA˜
µ
)
φφ+ φDφ− FF
+iψσµDµψ +
1
2
A˜µψσµψ + i
√
2
(
φλψ − ψλφ) , (C.39)
where the covariant derivatives contain the N = 1 u(1)r background gauge field Aµ as well
as the (dynamical) gauge field Aµ in the vector multiplet, i.e.
Dµ = ∇µ − iAµ · −iqRAµ , (C.40)
with the notation understood as above.
To arrive at the required N = 2 vector multiplet action, we start with the N = 1
background introduced above, and take a vector multiplet in some representation of the gauge
group G, together with a chiral multiplet in the adjoint of G and of R-charge rN=1 = 23 , and
should arrive at the required N = 2 Lagrangian. Similarly, the N = 2 (full) hypermultiplet
action is obtained from two N = 1 chiral multiplets in representations R, R respectively.42
In the index-realization, to match to the enriched fugacity space of the N = 2 super-
conformal index, we are required to turn on a distinguished combination of flavor fugacities
42Recall that half-hypermultiplets in a representation R = R⊕R are called full hypermultiplets.
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in the N = 1 index (see e.g. [93, 116, 117]). In particular, we define the N = 1 index (we
neglect additional flavor fugacities for simplicity now)
IN=1 (p, q, ξ) = TrHS3 (−1)
F pj1+j2+
rN=1
2 qj2−j1+
rN=1
2 ξF , (C.41)
with TrHS3 being the trace over the N = 1 Hilbert space in radial quantization, ji and F
defined as in the main text, and rN=1 the corresponding N = 1 R-charge. Furthermore, the
additional fugacity ξ is chosen to match with the N = 2 fugacities p, q and t,
ξ =
(
t
(pq)2/3
)
, (C.42)
and F corresponds to the F -charge, which is given in terms of N = 2, SU(2)R × U(1)r
charges R and r as follows
F = R + r . (C.43)
In particular, the adjoint chiral multiplet inside the N = 2 vector multiplet has charge
F = −1, and similarly the chiral multiplets inside the N = 2 hypermultiplet have F = 1
2
.
Now, in the localization-realization this is translated to introducing the additional back-
ground gauge field
abg = Fa0dy , (C.44)
with F the F -charge as specified above and a0 to be determined from a precise matching of
the Lagrangians. Indeed, an explicit computation shows that the respective N = 1 actions
reproduce the N = 2 vector and hypermultiplet Lagrangians in their respective backgrounds
if and only if we precisely introduce the following background gauge field
a0 =
1
3
+ iβα , (C.45)
with β = −1 for the vector multiplet and β = 1
2
for the hypermultiplet. As expected this
precisely corresponds to the fugacity combination in (C.42).
Hence, our analysis shows that we can safely import the N = 1 localization results (C.26)
and (C.32) to reproduce the N = 2, S3 × S1 localization. Our discussion and the explicit
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embedding of the N = 1 background into the N = 2 background implies that43
Z(N=2)vec = e
β`E
(0)
vec,N=2 (p; p)rG (q; q)rG ∆−1VdM
∏
α∈∆+
θ (uα; p) θ
(
u−α; q
)
Γ
(
u±αξ−1(pq)2/3; p; q
)
,
(C.46)
Z
(N=2)
mat = e
β`E
(0)
mat,N=2
∏
w∈R
Γ
(
u±wξ1/2(pq)2/3; p; q
)
, (C.47)
with additional (distinguished) background holonomy ξ as in equation (C.42) due to the
required addition of the background gauge field abg (as given in (C.45)), and where we fixed
rN=1 = 23 . Finally, the same procedure gives the additional Casimir energy piece as follows
(see also [13])
E
(0)
vec,N=2 =
1 + iα
12
12 ∑
δ∈∆+
〈δ, a〉2 + dimG (1 + ζ2 − 2α2 − 2iα)
 ,
E
(0)
mat,N=2 =
1 + iα
24
[
−12
∑
w∈R
〈w, a〉2 + dimR (1− 2ζ2 + α2 − 2iα)] .
(C.48)
Of course, all these expressions agree with the known expressions for the N = 2 supercon-
formal index [13,47,63–65,81,116,118].
C.4 Schur limit
Let us now collect the relevant formulae of the N = 2 partition function in the Schur limit
(q = t and p arbitrary) [46,47]. By doing so, we arrive at the following well-known results44
Z(N=2)vec
∣∣∣
q=t
= q
dimG
12
+
∑
α∈∆+ 〈α,u〉
2 ∏
α∈∆
(quα; q)2 (C.49)
= q
dimG
12
+
∑
α∈∆+ 〈α,u〉
2
(q; q)2rG
∏
α∈∆+
(quα; q)2
(
qu−α; q
)2
, (C.50)
Z
(N=2)
mat
∣∣∣
q=t
= q
dimR
24
− 1
2
∑
w∈R〈w,a〉2
∏
w∈R
1(√
quw; q
) (√
qu−w; q
) (C.51)
= q
dimR
48
− 1
4
∑
w∈R〈w,a〉2
∏
w∈R
1[(√
quw; q
) (√
qu−w; q
)]1/2 , (C.52)
43We stress again, that we are dealing with a full hypermultiplet in a representation R, which corresponds
to half-hypermultiplets in R = R⊕R.
44In the first expression for the vector multiplet, we take product over all the roots of G, including the
zero-roots, in the latter we rewrite it in terms of positive roots.
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with the notation understood as in the previous sections, and where in the last line, we have
rewritten the matter contribution in terms of R = R ⊕ R, so that the latter formula is
applicable to half-hypermultiplets as well.
D The R-symmetry monodromy defect
Defect operators in a given theory are often defined either by coupling to the lower-dimensional
quantum field theory (which upon integrating out the lower dimensional degrees of freedom
leads to an alteration of fields in the higher dimensional theory), or by straight away modi-
fying the space of fields one integrates over in the path integral. This then usually imposes
some sort of conditions at the defect location. Our case of interest is going to be the surface
defect of the latter kind. Even though the two types of constructions often happen to be
related (see e.g. [81,84,85]), we will not attempt to find an equivalent definition in terms of
a “2d-4d coupled system”.
Here, we would like to define a defect (located at {θ = 0} ⊂ S3×S1) whose main property
is that it creates the monodromy (−1) for the U(1) symmetry generated by 2(R + r). In a
Lagrangian theory all fields have 1
2
Z-valued R+ r charges, and those that have half-integral
R + r are required to become anti-periodic along the circle that links the defect. All the
vector multiplet fields have integral R+ r, so they remain periodic, and the minimal choice
consistent with full supersymmetry is to define the defect to be completely “invisible” for
the vector multiplets.
However, on the contrary, all the hypermultiplet fields have half-integral, i.e.
(
Z+ 1
2
)
-
valued, R+ r charges, so they become anti-periodic around the defect. Since for the hyper-
multiplets, the supersymmetry variations are linear in the hypermultiplet fields, this seems
naively consistent with all supersymmetry as well. The latter obviously cannot be true
because the location of the defect breaks part of the isometries, and thus can at most pre-
serve half of the supersymmetry. This happens because simply stating that the fields are
anti-periodic around the defect is incomplete. For example, for the scalar fields, it allows
a behavior of the kind q11 ∼ const × eiϕ/2 (for the defect sitting at θ = 0), and one can
easily see that such configurations have infinite kinetic energy. Thus, in order to ensure that
the action remains finite, one has to more carefully specify the behavior of the fields at the
defect. This behavior, as well as possibly a boundary term in the supersymmetry variation,
end up breaking part of supersymmetry.
Now let us consider full hypermultiplets (as opposed to half-hypermultiplets), and sepa-
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rate their component fields into the following four groups,
A = {q11, F11, ψ21, ψ1˙1} , A′ = {q22, F22, ψ12, ψ2˙2} ,
B = {q21, F21, ψ11, ψ2˙1} , B′ = {q12, F12, ψ22, ψ1˙2} , (D.1)
where the index structure is as before, i.e. qAI , FAI , ψαI and ψ
α˙
I , with A = 1, 2 the SU(2)R
index, I = 1, 2 the SU(2)F index, α = 1, 2 the left and α˙ = 1, 2 the right spinorial indices,
while any additional flavor or gauge indices are suppressed. Notice, that complex conjugates
of bosons in A and B belong to A′ and B′, respectively, which is only possible in the full
hypermultiplet case (as opposed to a half-hypermultiplet). Also, notice that we separate
components of the same spinor into different groups, thus breaking the Lorentz symmetry,
with the surviving generators σ3 and σ3 corresponding precisely to the U(1)`×U(1)r isometry
preserved by the defect sitting at θ = 0.
Also, we recall a convenient complex coordinate,
v = sin θeiϕ , (D.2)
which in (3.40) was generalized to sin θei(ϕ+ζ
y
` ) for ζ 6= 0. We find two consistent versions of
the defect characterized by the following asymptotic behavior of the fields at θ = 0,
Version I: A and A′ =
√
v × (smooth) +
√
v × (smooth) ,
B =
1√
v
× (smooth) , B′ = 1√
v
× (smooth) , (D.3)
Version II: B and B′ =
√
v × (smooth) +
√
v × (smooth) ,
A =
1√
v
× (smooth) , A′ = 1√
v
× (smooth) . (D.4)
It is straightforward, but somewhat tedious, to check that for such a behavior, the kinetic
energy ends up finite; it is obvious for fields that vanish as
√
θ near the defect, but slightly
less obvious for those that behave as 1√
v
or 1√
v
. In fact, to ensure that the kinetic energy is
finite, we are supposed to write the kinetic term for scalars qAI in the following form,
− 1
2
qAIDµDµqAI , (D.5)
which thus differs from a manifestly positive definite term 1
2
DµqAIDµqAI by a surface term
supported at the defect. To show that (D.5) indeed leads to a finite kinetic energy, one should
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excise a tubular neighborhood of radius  around the defect, and expand the integrated
kinetic energy in powers of , assuming the particular boundary behavior either in (D.3) or
in (D.4). We then find that the singular term in this expansion cancels due to the angular
integration.
Having shown that the defect admits field configurations with finite action means that,
at least naively, it is a well-defined object in the path integral. Next, we have to show that it
preserves the necessary supersymmetry (2.68). The first step is to show that supersymmetry
variations of the hypermultiplet fields are consistent, namely that the θ → 0 behavior of the
variation δX for some field X matches the θ → 0 behavior of X itself. We have explicitly
checked this by another tedious computation that this is indeed the case.45
Now, because for each preserved supersymmetry, QL = ∇µΣµ, we must determine the
fate of the total derivative term in the presence of a defect. Namely, it might produce an
extra term supported at the defect, and we must either show that it is vanishing, or cancel
it by an additional boundary term. In our case, the defect is defined to be invisible for the
vector multiplets, so we only have to worry about the hypermultiplet action,
QLmat = ∇µΣµ . (D.6)
In the presence of the boundary conditions (D.3)-(D.4), the variation indeed produces a non-
trivial surface term at the defect. This surface term can be canceled by the supersymmetry
variation of the appropriate boundary correction term. Such boundary terms were encoun-
tered, e.g. in the construction of vortex defects on S3 in [83]. Since our defect is equivalent
to the flavor vortex for a particular vorticity (−1) ∈ U(1)F ⊂ SU(2)F (as mentioned in the
main text), the results of [83], uplifted to four-dimensions, are expected to apply.
We also observe that, quite importantly, solutions to the BPS equations in (3.79)-(3.80)
are consistent with Version I of the defect, while solutions in (3.81)-(3.82) are consistent with
the boundary conditions for the Version II. Finally, it must be obvious by now that the two
versions of the defect correspond to the two Ramond modules of the symplectic boson.
45Notice, that on a technical level, our frame in (2.15) is ill-suited for this, as it does not smoothly
continue through θ = 0. Thus, we performed this calculation in an alternative frame, closely related to the
one in (C.3).
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E On the Ω-background limit
We provide some more details on the Ω-background discussed in Section 6 as a particular
expansion of the S3 × S1 background. As discussed there, we take the (flat) metric to be
ds2R2⊕R2 = dy
2 + dϕ̂2 + dρ2 + ρ2dτ 2 , (E.1)
where y, ϕ̂ ∈ R span the chiral algebra plane, while ρ ∈ [0,∞) and τ ∈ [0, 2pi] are polar
coordinates on the orthogonal plane. Next we introduce the (somewhat inconvenient) frame
e1 = −dρ , e2 = dϕ̂ , e3 = ρdτ , e4 = dy , (E.2)
which we find by employing our expansion for the S3×S1-frame given in (2.15) (with ζ = 0).
Our expansion then immediately gives the Killing spinors (now in flat space), given by46
ξ =
e
iτ
2√
2
(
−1 + y−ρ−iϕ̂
2
 −i + iy+iρ+ϕ̂
2

−i− iy−iρ+ϕ̂
2
 1 + y+ρ−iϕ̂
2

)
, (E.3)
ξ =
e−
iτ
2√
2
(
1− (y−ρ−iϕ̂)
2
−i + iy+iρ+ϕ̂
2

i + iy−iρ+ϕ̂
2
 1 + y+ρ−iϕ̂
2

)
. (E.4)
It is then straightforward to check that these satisfy the equations (2.18)–(2.21) with
ξ′ =
e−
iτ
2 
2
√
2
(
−i −1
−1 i
)
, ξ
′
=
e
iτ
2 
2
√
2
(
i −1
1 i
)
, (E.5)
and all background fields turned off, i.e. (Vµ)
B
A = V˜µ = Tµν = T µν = M = 0. In fact, these
are just the flat space Killing spinors for the supercharge Q1− − Q˜2−˙ + (S−1 + S˜2−˙). The
leading term in the action is just the standard superconformal action in flat space.
We can immediately reproduce our results for S3×S1. In particular, the supersymmetry
algebra closes as in equations (3.25)–(3.28), and similarly for the vector multiplet we have
Q2Aµ = iv
νFνµ +DµΦ , Q
2DAB = iv
νDνDAB + i[Φ, DAB] ,
Q2φ = ivνDνφ+ i[Φ, φ] , Q
2λA = iv
νDνλA + i[Φ, λA] +
i
4
σµνλADµvν ,
Q2φ = ivνDνφ+ i[Φ, φ] , Q
2λA = iv
νDνλA + i[Φ, λA] +
i
4
σµνλADµvν ,
(E.6)
46We use the shorthand matrix notation for ξ = (ξAα) and ξ =
(
ξA
α˙
)
.
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with
vmdx
m = 4iρ2dτ , w = 0 ,
Φ = 4iρ
(
e−iτφ− eiτφ) , Θ = 2i ,
ΘˇAB = 0 , ΘAB = 0 .
(E.7)
The hypermultiplet Lagrangian localizes to the flat space symplectic boson Lagrangian,
where the (flat space) QH-cohomology is now spanned by the fields
ZI(ϕ, y) =
1
2
(y− iϕ̂+ 2) q1I − 1
2
(y− iϕ̂− 2) iq2I
= q+I +

2
(y − iϕ̂)q−I , where q±I = q1I ± iq2I . (E.8)
Furthermore, the N = 2 Yang-Mills Lagrangian remains QH-exact.
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